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Introduction

Let a(t) be a complex function of the real variable t, of bounded variation

in the interval (0, R) for every positive P, and such that the integral

(1) /(*) =   f   e-*'da(t)
Jo

converges for some complex value of *. It is then known that the integral

will converge for all complex * of greater real part and will consequently

define a function, which we have denoted by/(*), in a half-plane. By the

inversion of the integral (1) we mean the determination of the function a(t)

in terms of the function /(*). There is one special case of (1) of particular

interest, that in which a(t) is a step-function with jumps only at the integral

points. Then

(2) /(*) =   ¿a»*-".
n-0

In this case the problem of inversion reduces to the determination of the co-

efficients of the power series (2). If we set z = e~x in (2) we get

F(z) = /(log (1/2)) =   ¿>nz»,
n=Q

and there are two familiar determinations of the coefficients. One is in terms

of a contour integral
1    r F(z)

an = - I -dz
2-kíJc zn+1

where the contour C may be taken as a circle with center at z = 0 and with

any sufficiently small radius, the integration being in the positive sense. The

other is
an =F<»>(0)/»!.

If we return to the function/(*), the contour C becomes a vertical line in

* Presented to the Society, December 29, 1932; received by the editors January 13, 1933, and

in revised form in June, 1933.
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the «-plane. Likewise we should have

1    i*   (      1\|
an = lim— -—/(log—)

n\  dzn  \      z / !*_,-*

as a; becomes infinite along the positive real axis.*

Reasoning from this special case, we should expect that for the general

case (1) there would be two determinations of a(t), one in terms of a contour

integral along a vertical line, the other in terms of the derivatives of f(x)

for large real positive values of x. The first of these is in fact very well known.

For the special case in which

(3) a(t) =   f 4>(u)du
Jo

and

(4) /(*) =   f "°e-"<t>(t)dt
Jo

it was already known to Cauchy in the form

J /»  C+tOO

<t>(t) = —; f(x)e*<dx,
2lTl J c-im

where c is a sufficiently large real constant and the path of integration is a

vertical Une. The general case (1) seems first to have been treated by H.

Hamburger, f It is remarkable that the second method, discovered the first

in the special case (2), has received no attention until very recent times. It

was apparently discovered first by W. P. Mason in his researches in electrical

theory of 1929. No rigorous derivation of the inversion formula was published,

however. In 1930 E. L. Post did obtain an inversion formula of the type in

question for the special case in which the function a(t) has the form (3) with

<p(u) a continuous function.f It is the purpose of the present paper to obtain

an inversion formula for the general integral (1).

By way of introducing this inversion operator let us consider first func-

tions f(x) which are analytic at infinity and which vanish there. That is,/(a;)

* We could of course take the approach along any parallel line or along any curve proceeding

indefinitely to the right.
t H. Hamburger, Über eine Riemannsche Formel aus der Theorie der Dirichletschen Reihen,

Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 6 (1920), p. 6. See also D. V. Widder, A generalization of Dirichlet's

series and of Laplace's integrals by means of a Stieltjes integral, these Transactions, vol. 31 (1929), p.

708. We shall refer to this latter paper as I.

t E. L. Post, Generalized differentiation, these Transactions, vol. 32 (1930), p. 772.
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can be represented for |*| sufficiently large by a convergent power series in

l/x,

(5) /(*) = E -\. ■

If we note that

1 7*°°     t"
-=   j    e~xt—dt
*n+1       Jo        »!

for all * whose real part is positive, we see that

/(*) =   f  e-*'<t>(t)dt,
Jo

A   b«tn
*W = E —- •

„-o    »!

Now introduce the operator

,      (-1)*     / k\/k\»+l

For the series (5),

"(» + £)!    / / \»
Lk,t[f(x)] =  E        ,.,    MT) •

„=o      n\k\        \k/

As k becomes infinite,
(« + *)!

lim-— =1 (n = 0, 1, • • • ),
*-.-       k\k"

so that, if it were permissible to interchange summation and limit signs, we

should have
oo in

lim Lk,t|/(*)] =   E&n— = *(<)■
*-»» n_o    »!

This leads us to introduce an operator Lt [/(*) ] by the equation

Lt[f(x)] = limit, i I/O)].

We could easily justify the formal steps taken above and show rigorously

that
Lt[f(x)] = <i>(t) (0</<«>).

However, our purpose for the moment is merely to provide a heuristic ap-
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proach. Much more general cases, in which the method of series will not be

applicable, will be treated later.

We may now see what sort of operator will apply to the Stieltjes integral

(1) by performing an integration by parts,

f(x) = x \    e~xta(t)dt.
J o

If we apply the operator Lt to the function f(x)/x, we expect, guided by the

above formal work, to obtain the function ct(t). On the other hand we can

show, as we do in §3, that

Lk.t¡f(x)/x] =/(«) + (- 1)*+1 f    —f<"+»(u)du.
Jk/t kl

We are thus led to introduce a second operator St by the equations

StM*)] = /(«) + (- D*+1 f " ~f(h+1)(
J klt   K\

u)du,

(6)
St[f(x)] =  lim St,t[f(x)].

We shall show in §3 that our conjecture is verified, that for every convergent

integral (1)

,       a(t+)+a(t-)
St\f(x)]=--'—-±-- (0<i<co)

at least if a suitable constant is added to the function a(t) so as to make

a(0) =0. (This change in a(t) of course produces no change in f(x).)

In §4 we treat the most general integral (4) where the function <f>(t) is

integrable in the sense of Lebesgue, and we find that the operator Lt inverts

the integral for almost all positive values of x. The remaining sections of

Part I are devoted to further inversion formulas, it being always understood

that the function f(x) is known to have a representation (1). In Part II we

drop this assumption and consider all functions f(x) to which the operators

L and S are applicable. Their very nature demands, of course, that the func-

tions f(x) must have derivatives of all orders and must have certain asymp-

totic properties as x becomes positively infinite. We are thus able to develop

necessary and sufficient conditions that a function f(x) should have a repre-

sentation (1). Among other results we prove a theorem of S. Bernstein to the

effect that if f(x) is completely monotonie,

(7) (- !)*/<«(*) = 0 (k = 0, 1, • • ■ ),
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it must have the representation (1) with a(t) a non-decreasing function. By

use of our operator S this result becomes almost self-evident. For, if (7)

holds, Sk,t[f(x)] is clearly a non-decreasing function of t. The same must be

true of St [/(*)] if this function exists. The existence of this limit of course

requires proof.

In Part III we take up several applications. First we discuss the zeros of a

function/(*) represented in the form (1). To make our results more descrip-

tive let us consider here the case (4) where <p(t) is real and continuous. We

are able to show that if <j>(t) has just » changes of sign in (0, <») then/(*J(*)

will have exactly the same number in the interval of convergence of (4) for

all k sufficiently large. We are even able to compute the coordinates of the

zeros of <p(t) in terms of those of f-k)(x). Thus if the zeros of <p(t) are at the

points h, h, • • • , tn, where

0 < h < h < ■ • • < tn,

and if those of/(*° (*) are at the points xi,k, x2,k, • ■ • , xn,k, where

*i.t > *2,t > • • • > Xn,k,

then
k

lim   -= ti (i = 1, 2, • • • ).
Í-.00        Xi,k

In an article in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences* we

announced this result with the restriction that 4>(t) should approach a limit

as t becomes infinite, observing that the condition was probably redundant.

J. Karamataf in a subsequent note of the same Proceedings removed this re-

striction but imposed another. In the present paper we remove all conditions

of the type, demanding only that the integral (1) should converge, a condition

imposed by the nature of the problem. We do not even demand that a(t) or

<p(t) should be continuous.

In Part IV we treat the complex case. The integral is taken in the form

(4), and the function <p(t) is supposed analytic in the half-plane for which the

real part of t is positive and of such a nature that the integral (4) converges

when the path of integration is the positive real axis. We are then able to

show that
Lt[f(x)] = <t>(t)

for all complex t whose real part is positive. By use of this result we are able

to treat also the complex zeros of <p(t) in terms of the complex zeros of fw(x).

* D. V. Widder, On the changes of sign of the derivatives of a function defined by a Laplace integral,

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 18 (1932), p. 112.

t J. Karamata, Remarks on a theorem of D. V. Widder, Proceedings of the National Academy of

Sciences, vol. 18 (1932), p. 406.
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In Part V we take up a moment problem intimately related to the La-

place integral. If in (1) we allow x to take on only positive integral values we

have by an obvious change of variable

(8) /(») = Mn =   f   e-»'da(t) =   f   t»dß(t)     (» - 0, 1, 2, • • •).
J 0 J 0

The determination of ß(t) in terms of the sequence {pn} is the moment prob-

lem of Hausdorff. Since the variable n now runs through a discrete set of

values we expect to get an operator applicable to the sequence \pn} as the

operator L was to the integral (4) by replacing the derivative of order k by

a difference of order k and by replacing a (¿ + l)th power of # by a product

«(«+1) • ■ • (n+k). Proceeding in this way we are led to define the operator

Lt{pn\ by the equations

.    .       («+ k + 1)! r   it  1
Lk.,{ßn\ =-—— (- 1)*AW   n =-  ,

nlkl LI — tA

Lt{ßn\   =    HmLk,t{ßn} •
h—no

Here [u] means the greatest integer contained in u. We find in fact that this

operator does invert the moment sequence (8) if ß(t) has the form (3) with

<f>(t) integrable in (0,1). That is,

Lt{ßn) = <b(t)

almost everywhere in (0, 1). In defining an operator S which will be appli-

cable to the general sequence (8) we again proceed by analogy replacing the

integral sign by the summation sign and the derivatives by differences in (6).

In this way we arrive at the operators

Sk.t{Pn}   =   -  PX   -     ¿2     ^—— (-   D*+1A*+V.-,
i-n+1 llkl

St{ßn\ =   lim Sk,t{ßn},      n = \-I.
*-.» LI — tj

We then prove that

,    ,     ß(t+)+ß(t~)
S,\ßn\ =-■ (0<í<l).

We then turn to sequences {p„} which are not known to be moment se-

quences and discuss the effect of the operators L and 5 on them. We are able
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to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions that a given sequence should

be a moment sequence. In particular Hausdorff's theorem to the effect that

every completely monotonie sequence,

(- l)*A*Mn 10       (1 = 0, 1, • • • ; » = 0, 1, • • • ),

has the form (8) with ß(t) non-decreasing is obtained by use of the moment

operator Sí {¿i,»} with the same ease as Bernstein's theorem was obtained by

use of the integral operator St [/(*) ].

As a further application of the operators L and S a study is made of the

changes of sign of a sequence {/¿„} as affected by the changes of trend in

ß(t) or by the changes of sign in (p(t). Results analogous to these already men-

tioned for the Laplace integral are obtained, results which serve to general-

ize certain theorems of M. Fekete.f In conclusion the complex case is treated.

A slight modification of the operator L is necessary to give it meaning for

complex t. In the foregoing definition we merely replace [kt/(\—t)\ by

kt/(l —t) thus defining an operator which we denote by L* {p.n}. We find that

if (f>(t) is analytic in a circle of unit diameter with center at t = §, then through-

out that circle
Lt*{nn) = 4>(t).

The method found to be most serviceable in the major part of this paper

is the Laplace method of determining an asymptotic expression for an integral

of the form

j [f(t)]kct>(t)dt

when k becomes infinite. In the last section of the paper we use a modifica-

tion of this method due to Perron for the case in which the integrand is com-

plex and the path of integration is in the complex plane.

Part I

Inversion formulas

1. The problem. In Part I we shall discuss functions /(*) of the real

variable * which are known to be expressible by means of a Laplace-Stieltjes

integral

(1.1) /(*) =   f   e~xtda(t)
Jo

where the function a(t) is a real function of bounded variation in the interval

t M. Fekete, Sur les changements de signe d'une fonction continue dans un intervalle, Paris

Comptes Rendus, vol. 190 (1930), p. 1366. References to Fekete's earlier work on the subject are

given in this article.
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O^t^R for every positive R, where a(0)=0, and where the integral con-

verges for some value of x. We shall obtain a formula for the determination

of a(t) in terms of the values oîf(x) and its derivatives. It will appear that a

knowledge of these values in a neighborhood of x = + °° will be sufficient. In

particular if a(t) is the integral of a function <p(t) so that (1.1) becomes

(1.2) f(x) =  f   e-*<<t>(t)dt,
J 0

we shall obtain a similar formula for <p(t).

2. A preliminary limit. In order to develop the inversion formula for

(1.1) we find it useful to know the value of the following Umit:

^ «-,„[, + A+l(i)'+... +1(1)']

for all positive t. To show the existence of this limit and to obtain its value

we first express it as a definite integral by use of Taylor's formula with exact

remainder,

f(x) = /(0) + f'(0)x + f"(0)^ +■■■+ ßk>(0)~ +   C (X ~U)"ßk+1Kv)du.
2! kl       J o        kl

For our purposes take f(x) =ex and replace x by k/t. Then

k       l/k\2 1/¿V      1   Ckltfk        \*

'*"- '+T+it)+■■■+tí(t) + tJ, (t-")"""■

^"[1+T + ̂ (t)'+-   +T,(-f)']
i rk"/k     v i rk"

= 1-I      (-« ) eu-(i/"á« =1-I       uke-"du.
klJo     \t I klJo

If we set u = ky this becomes

Hk(t) = 1 - — [ye-y]kdy.
kl   Jo

We can show at once that Hk(t) approaches 1 as k becomes infinite for t>l.

For, the function ye~v has a single maximum at y = l, and is consequently

increasing for y < 1, decreasing for y > 1. For t > 1 this maximum is outside the

interval of integration. Hence
¿¡M-l    g~klt

^(/)-l|<TT7^-
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The right-hand side of this inequality approaches zero as k becomes infinite,

as one sees by use of Stirling's formula.

Next suppose that t < 1. Since

k\ =  I    e~uukdu
'o

=   I    eruul

Jo

we may clearly obtain the following expression for Hk(t) :

i  c °° kk+l rn
Bk(t) = — I    uke~udu =- I     [ye-"]kdy.

k\Jk/t kl   Ji/t

If t <1, the function ye~v is a decreasing function for y>l/t, so that

[I -lt-1    ¿*+l      /. 00

7e_1/J   ~kJj  ye~"dy'

The right-hand side of this inequality approaches zero as k becomes infinite,

so that Ek(t) must do so also.

It remains to treat the case t = 1. We have

1   /•*
Hk(l) = 1-ukè~"du,

klJo

and by a direct application of Laplace's method* we see that

limtf*(l) = §.

We have thus proved

Theorem 1. On setting

fl,w_r.„[I+i+l(i)'+...+i(i.)"],

we have
n kit   uk /» «0   yk

Hk(t) = 1-1        —e~"du =    I      —e~udu,
Jo        k\ Jk/t  kl

and
r 0 if 0 < t < 1

lim Hk(t) = <  è if 1= 1

V 1 »/ 1 < t < «o.

If we set g(t) =limi<„ -^a(0> then

* G. Pólya and G. Szegö, Aufgaben und Lehrsätze aus der Analysis, vol. I, chapter 2, p. 80,

problem 210. The result was known to Jacobi; cf. Gesammelte Werke, vol. 7, p. 213.
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-« = r «-*'¿g(o,
J O

so that Theorem 1 gives us an inversion formula for the integral (1.1) in this

special case.

3. The inversion of the Laplace-Stieltjes integral. From the result of

Theorem 1 we can now conjecture the inversion operator for the general

integral (1.1). We introduce the following

Definition. An operator St [/(*)] is defined by the equations

(3.1) Sk,t[f(x)] - /(») + (- l)t+1 f    ^-/<*+»(«)á«   (k = 0, 1, 2, • • • ),
J kit «!

(3.2) 5,[/(*)] =   lim Sk,«[/(*)].
*->«0

For this operator to be applicable to a given function /(*) it is necessary

that each of the operations involved in the definition should be well defined

for the function. Thus /(*) must have continuous derivatives of all orders,

must approach a finite limit as * becomes infinite, the improper integrals

(3.1) must converge, and the limit (3.2) must exist. The operator is clearly

distributive. We shall show in this section that it is well denned if /(*) has

the representation (1.1) and that it serves to invert that integral. The result

to be established is the following:

Theorem 2. If the integral

(3.3) f(x) =   f .e-*lda(t) (o(0) = 0)
Jo

converges for x>c, then

.     a(t +) + a(t -)
St[f(x)] =-'—-- (t > 0).

tit

Since the given integral converges for x>c we know that there exists a

constant M such that

(3.4) \a(t) \ < Me" (0 = / < oo),

where g is a positive constant greater than c* Hence, on integrating by

parts, we obtain

* D. V. Widder, I, p. 703, Lemma 2.
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f(x) =   lim [e~xta(t)] + x |    e~xta(t)dt (x > g),

i-"» J o
(3.5)

/(*) = x I    e-x'a(t)dt.
Jo

Setf(x)/x=F(x) and introduce a new operator 5 by the

Definition. An operator Lt[f(x)] is defined by the equations

LkAf(x)] = (- l)*/<*WW)*+7¿!     C* - 0, 1, 2, •• - ),

Lt[f(x)] =   lim £*.«{/(*)].

We shall show that this operation is well defined when applied to F(x)

and that the result of the operation is [«(/+) +a(t—)]/2. If x>g equation

(3.5) gives us*

F^^x) = (- 1)* f  erxnka(t)dt.
Jo

Hence

1 / k \h+l c °°
Lk.t[F(x)]'= — I— J     J    e-K*"y»a(y)dy.

Let to be an arbitrary positive value of t and make the transformation

u=y/h. Then

kk+i r«
Lk,ta[F(x)\ =- I-  e-kuuka(tou)du.

kl   Jo

By use of the function g(t) of §2 we now define the function

t(u) =  [a(tQ +) - a(to -)]g(u) + a(t0 -).

This function has the properties

^(1 +) = a(ta +),

¿(1-) = a(t0-),

a(to +) + a(t0 -)

HD--.
so that the function

4>(u) = a(t0u) — \{/(u)

has the properties

* D. V. Widder, I, p. 702, Corollary 2.
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(3.6) 0(1 +) = 0(1 -) = 0.

We wish to show that the difference

a(to +) + «(/o -
Lk.ta[F(x)]

approaches zero with l/k. But

- I    e-kuukTp(u)du = [a(t0 +) — a(t0 — )]- I     e~kuukg(u)du + a(t0 —)
kl     Jo k\     J o

fck+1     •. oo

= [a(to +) - a(t0 -)]-  I     e~kuukdu + a(t0 -)
k    J i

,       a(io+) + a(<o-) k"+l  C"
(3.7) L,,[F(x)] - —-- =  lim- I   <r*"tt*[a(i0w) - *(«)]<**•

2 i-»oo   £!   »/o

=  [a(/o +) - «(/o -)]fft(l) + «(¿o -) -* *[«('<■ +) + a(t„ -)]     (*-»»).

Hence

a(<„+)+«(Jo-)       ,.     ¿*+1

Jo

By (3.6) we see that to an arbitrary positive quantity e there corresponds a

number 77 such that

(3.8) I 00) I < t/3 (0 < I 1 - u I < 77 < 1).

Now divide the interval of integration in the right-hand member of (3.7)

into (0,1 —77), (1 —77,1 +77), (1 +77, 00), the corresponding contributions being

defined as I\, I2, and I3 respectively. Then

\I2\ <-I       e-kuukdu <-I     e-kuukdu =-
1      '        3     kl   Ji-V ■ 3     kl   Jo 3

If we denote by K an upper bound of \<p(u) \ in the interval (0, 1), we have

as in §2

kk+1

\li\ <-£«-*<>-»>(l - 7,)*.

Since the right-hand side of this inequality approaches zero with l/k we can

determine k0 so large that

I /11 < t/3 (k > ko).

Finally, since

I 00) I g   I a(loU) I + I *(«) I ,
I 00) I ̂  Me"o" -f 3Me"> < Ne-"> (y > 0),
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fck+l n oo

|/,| <-e-(*-x)(i+->>(l + v)k~* I      e-x"wxAVdw
kl J i+,

119

Here X is any fixed number greater than y, so that the integral (3.9) converges.

The right-hand side of (3.9) tends to zero with 1/k. Hence we can find ki

greater than ko such that

|/3| <«/3 (k > ki).

Then for k>h

a(t0+) + a(t0-)\

Lk.,,[F(*)]  - < e

and

L,,[F(*)] =
a(to +) + a(t0 -)

It will now be established that

Lk,t[F(x)]=SkAf(x)],

and this will complete the proof of the theorem. It is not evident that the

operator 5 has a meaning as applied to f(x). To show that it has we prove

first that

(3.10) (- 1)"/(B)(*) =   I    e-xtt"da(t) = o(x~n) (x -» oo ; n = 1, 2, • • • ).
J o

Indeed, if we set

(3.11) 0(0) = 0, ß(t) =   f   (- l)"undu(u)
Jo

where

(t > 0),

we have

and

co(0) = 0, «(«) = a(u) - a(0 +)

/<»>(*) =    f   e~x'dß(t)
Jo

= x J    e~xtß(t)dt,
Jo

ß(t) = o(t")

(« > 0),

(<-»0).
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This follows since w(u) is continuous at «=0. The total variation of w(w) in

the interval .(0, t), which we denote by V(t), approaches zero with t and

|/3(/) | <t»V(t).

If e is an arbitrary positive number we can determine a number 8 such that

ß(t)\<^~- (oáfáí).
2   »!

Hence

I/*                                              i       «     J*l                                 €*/**
* I    e~x'ß(t)dt   <-I    r-«'f»<0 <-I    e-"/"¿/ =

Jo                          2   »¡Jo                    2   «!Jo

e

2*n

By integrating (3.11) by parts one sees at once that ß(t) satisfies an inequality

|/3(0 | < M'e°'1 (0 = t < oo),

where M' and g' are suitable positive constants. Consequently

In OD p oo
* j    e~*'ß(t)dt   < M'x I    e-'Cz-í'Jífc = Af'*e-«<»-''V(* - g')

J t J i

= o(*_n) (* —» oo ).

Combining inequalities (3.12) and (3.13) we have

(3.14) /(B)0) = o(x~n) (*-> oo, » >0).

For «=0

/(*) -o(0+) = f e—'M*)-
Jo

In this case

,8(0 = o,(0 = o(l) « -» 0),

and the above proof shows that

f(x) - a(0+) = o(l) (*->»),

whence

/(oo) =a(0+).

To show that the improper integral

*-/(t+1)0)¿« (- > c)
k/t kl \ t        /

converges, we proceed by induction. The integral
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f f'(u)du = \imf(R) -f(k/t)
J k/t *-»•

clearly converges to the value a(0+) —f(k/t). Suppose that we have shown

that the integral (3.15) converges for k = m — 1. The equation

/.R                           um                 f^(R)R"'        ßmHk/t)/k\m            rB                      «m_1
/(-»+!)(„) ¿M=i^-Í-—(-)       - /<->(«)--~-du

k/t ml ml ml      \ t /        Jk/t (m— 1)!

together with the relation (3.14) shows that (3.15) also converges for k = m,

and thus we see that Sk,t [f(x) ] exists for every positive t.

Successive integration by parts shows that

HtXt)"— <-)'X-f)(i)'+ 2

On the other hand we have

»»(.).3/(.)^t(-i){)/«w¿.
i / k\k+i k / k\      / k\   / t\n+i

¿,.[*M]--(7)    gc- »'-(J/'-'It)"1^)    "*-W*l-

Hence

I, [PC*)] =£.[/(*)]•

This completes the proof of the theorem. In the course of the proof we have

established a result of interest in itself and which we state as

Theorem 3. // the function tp(t) is of bounded variation in the interval

(0, R) for every finite R, if for some constant c

(3.16) *(0=O(e") (t -*»),

and if

F(x) =    f   e-x'<t>(t)dt,
Jo

then

£«|P(*)J-

Later we shall prove a much more general result of this same character.
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It is of interest to illustrate the foregoing theory by the following ex-

amples :

F(x) = T(y + \)x~y-\   0(0 = f (Tel);

/(*) = r(T + i)x-y-\ a(t) = ¿t+VO + 1)      (0 < 7 < l);

/(*) = O + c)-\ a(t) = (1 - tr")/c (OO);

where the limits involved in the definition of the operators L and S may be

directly computed. Theorem 3 is not applicable to the function T(y+i)x~'r~1

for y < 1 since the function (p(t)=tr is not of bounded variation in any interval

including the origin.

4. The inversion of the Laplace-Lebesgue integral. In this section we de-

velop an inversion formula for the case in which a(t) in (1.1) is the integral

of a function 0(0,

a(0 = <t>(u)du,
Jo

where <p(u) is merely integrable in the sense of Lebesgue. Then (1.1) takes

the form (1.2). We shall be able to show that if (1.2) converges for some value

of * (and hence for every greater value), then

Lt[f(x)] = 0(0

for almost all positive values of t. It is important to note that no restriction of

the type (3.16) is imposed on 0(0, so that the result is the best possible one

for integrals of the type (1.2). We state our result in

Theorem 4. If the function 0(0 is integrable in the interval (0, R) for every

positive R and if the integral

(4.1) /(*) -   f  e—4>(t)dt
Jo

converges for x>c, then

Lt[f(x)] = 0(0

for almost all positive values of t.

Since 0(0 is integrable we have*

C\
(4.2) | 0(w) - 0(¿o) | du = o( | t - to | ) (t-+h)

Jh

for almost all positive values of to.

* See, for example, L. Tonelli, Serie Trigonometriche, D. 174.
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Let us fix attention on such a value k- Set

ß(t,to) =    f   [00) -<t>(k)]du.
J f.

We wish to show that

Lh[f(x)] =0(io).

In view of

°L—^~J= olt\]=

we have only to show that the integral

r #0>)1        f°° /k\k+1ukr
Lt.t,\f(x) - —-J = J   6-*«"o(-j     -[0(M) - 4>(k)]du

approaches zero as k becomes infinite. By introducing the function ß(t, l0)

this becomes

r 0('o)1        f°° /k\k+luk

(4.3) Lk''°lf(x) ~~\= j   e~k""\T)     jf^u<^-

Set

7(0 =    I    <$>(u)du.
•/ 0

Since the integral (4.1) converges for x>c, there exist positive constants M

and 7 such that

(4.4) I 7(0 I < Mer« (0 = / < 00).

On account of the relation

ß(t, h) = 7(0 - y(to) - 4>(to)(t - to)

it is clear that ß(t, to) also satisfies an inequality of the type (4.4). Hence, on

integrating (4.3) by parts, we see that the integrated term vanishes if k is

sufficiently large (k >g, say). Thus

£m.[/0) - ~~\ - JO),

where

/ k\k+i 1 /»" r*«* 1
JO) = ( —)     — I    «-*""»j8(m,/o) - - kuk~l\du.

\to /       kl J o Lío J
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In the integral I(k) make the change of variable u = toy. We thus obtain

1       kk+1

to  (k

Corresponding to an arbitrary positive e there is a number v\ so small that

(4.5) \ß(yto,to)\ <e\y- 11/3 ( I y - 11 < t,)

7<*> =    " TT    ^, f  e-k"ß(toy, to)yk~Ky - l)dy.
1)1 J o

by virtue of (4.2). Divide the interval of integration into the three parts

(0, 1—??), (1— T), 1+'?), (I+17, °°), denoting the corresponding contributions

by Ii(k), I2(k), I3(k) respectively. Then

1      k^1 r1
(4.6) | h(k) | ^ --—<r*U-»>(l  - „)*-i        | ß(tQy, to) | (1 - y)dy.

to   (« —  1)! Jo

The right-hand side of this inequality, and hence also the left, approaches

zero with l/k.

Next consider the integral I3(k). It converges absolutely for numbers k

greater than g. Let ki be such a number. Then the integral

A =    \    e-*i"| ß(hy, to) | yh-i(y - \)dy

converges and

1       kk+1
(4.7) I I3(k) I á-«.-(fc-va+^l + nY-hA.

h   (k - 1)!

The constant A is independent of k and one sees easily that the right-hand

side of (4.7) approaches zero with \/k. Hence we may determine ko so large

that for k>ko

\li(k)\ <e/3, |/i(A)| <«/3.

As for I2(k), we have by virtue of (4.5)

I h(k) | < - --— e-k«(y - \)2yk~Hy
3    to   (k — l)!Ji_,

1       kk+1      Ç •

to   (k - 1)IJ0
< — -    -j^- e-k"(y - l)2yk-ldy.

3    to

By use of the gamma function we see that the right-hand side of the latter

inequality reduces to e/3 so that

\l(k)\ < e (k > ko).
Hence
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£1. [/(*)] = *('o)

and the proof is complete. We add the following

Corollary. 7/ the function <f>(t) is integrable in the interval (0, R) for every

positive R, is continuous at t = to, and if the integral

/e~xt<i>(t)dt
a

converges for x>c, then

Lt,[f(x)} = 4>(to) (t0>0).

By use of this result we are now able to generalize Theorem 3, removing

the condition (3.16). Without loss of generality we may suppose that

<t>(t +) + 4>(t -)
(4.8) 0(0 = ^^^        .

2

From the function g(t) of §2 we construct the function

«(») = [<b(t0 +) - <t>(l0 -)]g(u/t0) + <fi(to -)■

This function is seen to satisfy the conditions

co(io +) = <¡>(t0 +),

"(to —) = <t>(h —),

w(t0) = <b(to).

Consequently the function <p(u) —u(u) has the value zero at u = t0 and is con-

tinuous there. Set

/■ oo
e~xuu(u)du.

a

The corollary of Theorem 4 gives us

Lt,[F(x) - G(x)] = <b(t0) - u(h) = 0,

Lta[F(x)] =Lto[G(x)}.

Since w(u) is bounded, and thus satisfies condition (3.16), it follows that we

may apply Theorem 3 to G(x). Thus

Lh[G(x)] = u(to) = <t>(to)

and

Lh[F(x)] =<t>(to).
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We have thus proved

Theorem 5. If the function 0(0 is of bounded variation in the interval

(0, R) for every positive R, and if

F(x) =    I    e-xt4>(t)dl,
J o

the integral converging for some value of x, then

Lt[F(x)\ =-

5. Uniform convergence. We have seen that if 0(0 is continuous at

t = t0 then ¿(0[/(*)] =00). If 0(0 is continuous in an interval a^t^b, then

the equation holds for each t of the interval. We now show further that as k

becomes infinite the sequence of functions Lk,t [/(*)] tends to 0(0 uniformly

in any closed sub-interval of (a, b) not including the end points. The precise

result is stated in

Theorem 6. If the function cp(t)-is integrable in the interval (0, R) for every

positive R, is continuous in the interval O^a^t^b, and if the integral

(5.1) /(*) =  f  e-*<4>(t)dt
J 0

converges for some value of x, then

lirai*,, [/(*)] = 0(0
k—*»

uniformly in the interval a'^t^b', where a<a'<b'<b.

Defining the function ß(t, t0) as in the proof of Theorem 4, we obtain

/" / k\k+1uk
e~ku"\7)   ^T^(M,i)-

By virtue of (4.4) we have

| 00, 0 I ̂  Me->u + Me-"- + | 0(0 | | u - t \ .

Denote by N the maximum of 0(0 in the interval a^tf^b. Then

| 00, 0 I è Mef« + Me->b + N(u + b) = ¥'<'"      (0 = u < oo)

if M' is suitably chosen. Hence, on integrating (5.2) by parts the integrated
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term vanishes for all t in the interval (a, b) provided k > by. Then

fck+l l /.  00

/(*) = £».,[/(*)] - <b(t) = -—-       e-k""ß(u, t)u«-\u - t)du.
(b — 1)1  t*+i J o

Make the change of variable v = u/t:

/(*) =-I    e-kvß(tv, t)vk-l(v - l)dv.
(k— 1)1 t Jo

Since <p(t) is continuous in the closed interval (a, b), to an arbitrary positive

e there corresponds a number 5 such that for any two points t' and t" of

(a, ft)

(5.3) | 4>(?) - 4>(t") | < i/3

provided only that \t'—1"\ <ô. Now choose a number r¡ satisfying the in-

equaUties

(5.4) 0 < 9 < 1, ij g 5/b', n g (b - 6')/*', «» ¿ (*' - «)/«'•

With this number 17 define the integrals. h(k), I2(k), I3(k) as in §4. From

(4.6) we now obtain

1       kk+1 C1
I Ii(k) I g-e-*d-»)(l - r¡)k-lM' I    e^6"(l - y)dy.

a'  (k — 1)! Jo

The right-hand side of this inequality is independent of t and tends to zero

with l/k.

We consider next the integral I3(k). Determine ki>yb. Then from (4.7)

we obtain

1       kk+1
I h(k) I =-e-oc-k,)(!+,)(! + V)k-^B,

a'  (k — 1)!
where

roo
e-k,yeybVykx-l(y _   l)¿-y.

Again the right-hand side is independent of / and approaches zero with \/k.

In order to discuss I2(k) we note first that

I ß(tv, 0 I = et\v - 1 I 13

if 1— y^v^l+ri and if a'^t^b'. For, these inequalities imply that

I fe — # I = 11 p — 11 á é'n á 5.

Moreover to and / lie in the closed interval (a, b) since the inequalities
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0 g Í |J', 0=t>=l+77

imply

tv = (1 + 77)6',

or, by virtue of (5.4),

tv g b.

In a similar way the inequalities t = a' and » = 1 — 77 imply tv = a. It follows that

In tv
I      I 00) - 0(0 I du

J t
á t\v - 1   e/3.

Hence

«*+1      le/* I+'

2táz>

¿fc+1 6       /.oo €

-I     e-^V-K» - l)2<fo = —
0-1)!   3 Jo 3

Consequently we may determine a number &2 independent of t such that for

k>k2

I JO) I < *,
and the proof is complete.

From this result follows immediately

Theorem 7. If the function a(t) is of bounded variation in the interval

(0, R) for every positive R, is continuous in the interval 0 = a = i^£>, if a(0) =0,

and if the integral

/. 00

er"da(t)
0

converges for some x, then

lim Sk,,[/(*)] = a(0
k—*»

uniformly in the interval a'^t^b', where a<a'<b'<b.

For if * is sufficiently large

/(*)/* =    f   e-*<a(t)dt,
Jo

and we have already seen that

Lk,t[f(x)/x] =Sk,t[f(x)].
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By Theorem 6 the left-hand member of this equation, and hence also the

right, approaches a(0 uniformly in the interval (a', b').

The interval of uniform convergence may, under certain conditions, be

extended to infinity. For example, we have

Theorem 8. If the function 0(0 is continuous in the interval 0 = << oo, and

if 0(0 tends to a finite limit as t becomes infinite, then

lim £*,,[/(*)] = 0(0
k—»oo

uniformly in that interval provided Lk,0[f(x) ] is defined as 0(0).

Under the present hypotheses the integral (5.1) converges absolutely for

*>0 and the method of proof is greatly simplified on that account. It will

be seen that we must show that

/&*+»
lim   - I    e-kvyk[<l>(ty) - <f>(t)]dy
6->»        kl    Jo

approaches zero uniformly in the interval 0 = / < oo. The details of the proof

are left to the reader.

This theorem is a result which the author stated without proof in an

earlier note.* Another result which we enunciated in that note we record here

as a

Corollary. The function

(1 + *)-* - e~kl

tends uniformly to zero in the interval 0 =£ * < oo as k becomes infinite.

To prove this take the function /(*) of Theorem 8 as (1-+-*)-1 and

0(0 =e~'. Then

1 c°
-=   I    e-*'e-'dt (x > - 1).
1+*      Jo

Since e~' approaches zero as t becomes infinite and is continuous in the

interval 0 = t < oo, Theorem 8 is applicable, so that

lim  Lh,t\-1 =  lim ( 1 + — )
*->»        L* + 1J      *—" \       k /

*-i
= e~

* This was the Proceedings article mentioned in the Introduction. See Theorems 1 and 3 of that

note. It will be found that the statement of Theorem 3 is somewhat different from the statement of

Theorem 8 above, but the equivalence of the two results may be seen by making the change of

variable k/x=t.
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uniformly for 0 á / < oo. If we set t = kx we have

lim [(1 + z)~*_1 - e~kx] = 0
k—»«

uniformly for 0 ̂  x < <x>. But

(1 + *)-* - e~kx = [(1 + z)-*-1 - e~kx] + x(l + a;)-*"1.

The minimum of the function x(l+x)~k-1 in the interval 0^x<<x>   is

kk(k + l)~k~1. This approaches zero with 1/k, so that the corollary is proved.

6. Further inversion formulas.    We now prove

Theorem 9. // the integral

f(x) =   f   e~x'da(t) (a(0) = 0)
Jo

converges for some value of x, then

lim |/(oo) + (- l)*+i f    —ecki*ßk+i)fu + c)duI
*-• L J kit kl Jkit

a(t +) +a(t-)

2
for any constant c.

(t>0)

This theorem is a generalization of Theorem 2 and reduces to that result

when c is put equal to zero. To prove it we note as before that for sufficiently

large positive values of x we have

F(x) = f(x)/x =    i*   e~x'a(t)dt.
Jo

Since

F(x + c) =    I    e-x'e-"a(t)dt,
Jo

we have by an application of Theorem 3

fc\*+«       a(t +) + a(t -)(- 1)V        ( k        \( k\k+l

*-» kl \t /\t/

Set

(6.1)     h=/(°o) + (-1)*+! r —eckiuf<.k+i)(u+c)¿M-
Jt/í A!

That this integral converges for any c and for sufficiently large values of k

will become apparent when we replace f(x) by xF(x) :
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/*«/(*>) + (- 1)*+1 f     — e°ki«[F<k+»(u + c)(u + c) + (k + l)F<k>(u + c)]du.
J k/t   kl

By integration by parts we obtain

h =/(») +
(-i)V*

ir(7 + '){7Ï'-F"Î7 + ')
(6.2) + lim (- í)k+1(u + c)~ c°*/«P<*>0 + c)

M-»W &|

/» eo    v>cfc/u

-c2kuk~2F^(u + c)du.
k/t    kl

To show that the integral (6.1) exists it will be sufficient to show that the

limit involved in the third term of (6.2) exists and that the integral of (6.2)

converges. But we saw in §3 that

(- i)*p<*>0)**+7¿! = /(*) - /'(*)* + /"(*)— -■•• + (- i)*/<»(*)—
2! kl

and that

lim/«>(*)*' = 0 (t = 1, 2, • • • ).
X-.00

Hence
lim (- l)*F<*>0)**+7¿! =■/(») (* = 0, 1, 2, • • • ),

X—»oo

or

lim (- 1)*+1— O + c)ec*/»P<*>0 + c) = -/(oo),
U-.œ kl

so that the first and third terms of (6.2) may be omitted. To show that the

integral (6.2) converges we appeal to the inequality (3.4), from which it

follows immediately that

| F<»0) | < Mkl/(x - g)k+! (x> g).

By application of this inequality we see easily that the integral in question is

0(\/k) as k becomes infinite. Since the second term of (6.2) approaches

[a(t+)+a(t-)]/2, we see that

a(t +) + a(t -)

hm Ik = -•
*-.=0 2

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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7. Relation between the operators L and 5. We have already seen that

if

(7.1) /(*) =    C°e-X'4>(t)dt,
J a

then

Si[/(*)] =  f  4>(u)du,    Lt[f(x)] = <t>(t).
J 0

That is, we are able to determine cp(t) and its integral in terms of f(x). We

are thus led to seek to determine the successive integrals and the successive

derivatives (provided the latter exist) of <p(t) in terms oif(x). It will appear

in this section that the successive integrals of Sk.t [f(x) ] approach the cor-

responding integrals of 4>(t) and that the successive derivatives of Lktt[f(x)\

approach the corresponding derivatives of <f>(t). We begin by proving

Theorem 10. If f(x) is any function such that Sk,t[f(x)] exists for every

positive t, then

^-Sk.t[f(x)] = - -£*,.[/'(*)]
at t

almost everywhere in the interval (0, oo ).

By hypothesis f(x) must have derivatives of the first k +1 orders and the

integral

/' °° uk—fk+»(u)du
k/t kl

must converge for t>0. But this integral has a derivative with respect to t

almost everywhere in the interval (0, °o ) equal to

(_ i)*+i / k\k+i

kit <v)>-(t).
so that the result is proved.

If f(x) is defined by (7.1) where <p(t) is integrable in (0, R) for every

positive R, Theorem 2 shows that

lim Sk.t[f(x)] =   I    4>(u)du.
Ä-+» J o

Theorem 10 shows further that the first derivative of Sk,t [f(x) ] with respect

to t approaches <p(t) almost everywhere. For

/'(*) = -   f  e-x't4>(t)dt,
J o
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and by Theorem 4

lim-Lk,t [/'(*)] =0(0-

We next establish

Theorem 11. If the function 0(0 is integrable in (0, R) for every positive R,

and if the integral

/(*) =    j    e~xt4>(t)dt
Jo

converges for some value of x, then

f * rum Ç um-l Ç «I

I    dum I    ¿«m_i  I • • •  I     0Oo)¿«o
Jo Jo Jo Jo

(- l)k+1 c<* (       k\m
=   lim-- I      ukfk+l)(u)[t-) du.

*->»     klml    J ¡¡/t \        u/

It is a familiar fact that the iterated integral (7.2) can be expressed as the

single integral

/" (t — u)m
-<t>(u)du.

o       w!

The integral on the right-hand side of (7.2) can be expressed as follows:

(- 1)*+1 f« /        k\m
--— I     ukf<-k+»(u)[t-) du

klml    J kit \        u/

(- l)i+1   Ä /m\ rx
= --—   E(-  !)*(     )tm-iki \    uk-ifk+l'>(u)du   (k>m).

klml       ¿_o \i / J kit

That the integrals on the right-hand side of this equality converge one sees

at once by use of (3.10) for i = l, 2, ■ • • , m. For ¿ = 0 the convergence of the

integral was already established in §3. Now let k become infinite in (7.3).

We shall be able to show that

(-1)
lim
k—»00

and thus that

(_ i)*+i       f »o c t
(7.4) lim-¥ J    fk+1)(u)uk-idu=        uty^du

i-»oo kl J k/t Jo

(- 1)*+1    ™ /m\ r*>
lim-—   X)(- 1)M      Ji*"-^* I    uk-<f<■><+»(u)du
*-«o      klml       i=0 \ i / J kit

™ (m\ tm-{   r' 1   c'
= 22 (~ !)'(   . )- I     ul4>(u)du = — I   (t - u)m<j>(u)du.

i-o \ i /  ml  J o mlJo
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This will clearly establish the theorem. To prove (7.4) we note first that

/l  00 /*  °°uk-if(k+»(u)du =   j uk'ßk'+i+1\u)du

k/t J(fc'+i)/i

M*'/U'+i+i>(M)¿M _   j «*'/<*'+*+»(«)<*«,
k'It J k It

where k' = k—i. But

(k' + ¿+1)' /•" r'
lim (- 1)*'+*«--- uk'fk'+i+^(u)du=\    u^(u)du,

as one sees by applying Theorem 2 to the function

(%   00

/<«>(*) = (- 1)' I    e~xlH(C)dt
Jo

and by noting that
1       (*' + i + 1)<

¿'! (*' + *)!

That/«>(«>) =0 follows from (3.10).

It remains only to show that

lim Ik = 0,
A—»«

where
(£ + t + 1)' r (*+i)/<

(k'-*co).

(k + i

Set

Then

|_  l)i    /. (t+í)/í
—L I ukf<-k+i+»(u)du = 0.
») !    «/ t/t

a(t) =    I    <p(y)dy.
Jó

F(x) = /(*)/* =   f   e-xla(t)dt,
J o

and a(i) satisfies the inequaUty (3.4). Introducing the function F(x) we have

7* =- [FV'+*+»(u)uk+1 + (k + i + l)ukF(k+»(u)]du.

(k + i)l      J k/t

By integration by parts this becomes

(k + i+iyr /k+ i\ Ik + i\k+1

' / k\  / k\k+l P (*+<)/! "I
_/?(*+of_JI_J        +¿1 F<-k+i'l(u)ukdu \.
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If we apply Theorem 3 to the function

(- iypw(x) =   f   e-'Vatydt
Jo

and to the function F(x) itself, we see that the sum of the first two terms on

the right-hand side of (7.5) approaches zero with l/k. Finally by virtue of

(2.3) we have

(7.6) | F<*+«0) | < M(k + i)l/(« - g)k+i+1 (u > g),

whence the third term of (7.5) becomes 0(\/k) as k becomes infinite. The

proof of the theorem is thus complete.

We turn next to the problem of determining the successive derivatives

of 0(0 in terms of/(*). We first establish the following

Lemma. If the function /(*) is of class* C" in the interval 0 = * < oo, then

(7.7) LkJ-^{x"f(x)}~\ = (- m"~{Lk,t[f(x)])
\_dxn J dt"

(t > 0;n, k = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

We prove this result by induction. For « = 1 we have

- {*/(*)} = */'(*)+/(*),
dx

Lk.t[xf(x)] = (- D'f/'^WOO/O^2 + O + i)/<*W0O/0*+1]/¿!.

On the other hand

d      .    .    (- i)*+lr       / k\/k\k+1 k ( k\ k / *\n

- &,(*»] - tu—L^TAt)   7 +(i + '^(7)7(7) ]'
so that (7.7) is established for » = 1. Suppose it is true for 0, 1, •■•,» — 1. Re-

write the left-hand member of (7.7) as follows:

(7.8)      z*',[¿^{*"~1;^*/(*) + {n~ Osrvrt»)}].

If we replace « by » — 1 and /(*) by

(»- l)/0)+-[*/(*)]
dx

in (7.7) we see that (7.8) becomes

* That is, continuous with its first n derivatives.
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(- l)^tt^^-LitS-{xf(x)) +(n- 1)/(»)1.

Applying (7.7) again, now with » = 1, (7.8) becomes

(- l)-i*-»Jl|(« - \)Lk,t[f(x)] - t~Lk,t[fM]\

= (- \yt»-^Lk.t[f(x)}.
dtn

The induction is thus complete.

By use of this Lemma we establish

Theorem 12. If the function (p(t) is of class Cn in the interval 0 ^ t < <», and

if the integral

(7.9) f  e-xt4>^(f)dt
Jo

converges for some value of x, then the integral

(7.10) /(*) =    f   e-*><i>(t)dt
Jo

also converges for large values of x and

<*"
*<">(0 = lim-Lk,t[f(x)] (t>0).

*^» dtn

Since the integral (7.9) converges, an application of inequality (3.4) gives

(7.11) | <t>in-»(t) | < Me»1 (0^i<oo).

Integrating (7.9) by parts and using (7.11) we obtain

/I  00 —  00

e-xt<t><-n)(t)dt = - 0<»-l>(O) + x I    e-**<l>(«-»(t)dt
o Jo

for all values of x sufficiently large. Successive applications of this result will

show that (7.10) converges and that

!-«"<4<»)f(x)xn = <t><n-»(0) + x0<"-2>(O) + • • • + xn~l<t)(0) +  f   e-xt4>
Jo

Differentiate both sides of this equation n times with respect to x,

dn r"
-(x"f(x)) = (- 1)" I    er"tn<l>^(t)dt,
dxn Jo

(t)dt.
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and apply the operator Lk,t to both sides of the resulting equation. This

gives, when the result of the Lemma is taken into account,

tn-—Lk,t[f(x)] = Lk,t\ f   e-*<í»0<»>(Oán.

Take the limit of both sides of this equation as k becomes infinite, applying

Theorem 4, and obtain
dn

t"4,M(t) = lim/"-—Lk, ,[/(*)],
*-.»      dtn

from which the result of the theorem follows immediately.

8. The operator L applied to the Laplace-Stieltjes integral. We conclude

Part I with a discussion of the effect of the operator L on functions/(*) which

are defined by Laplace-Stieltjes integrals (1.1). We have already seen that

a(t +) + a(t -)
Stlf(x)] =-

We now show that Lt [/(*) ] also exists for certain values of /. We prove

Theorem 13. Let the function a(t) be of bounded variation in the interval

(0, R) for every positive R, and let it possess a derivative on the right ce+'(t0) and

a derivative on the left a_'(i0) at a point to>0. Then if the integral

/(*) =   f   erx'da(t)
Jo

converges for some value of x,

a+'OO+a-'Q,)
J<.L/0)J =-

We note first that it will be no essential restriction to suppose that i0 = 1.

For, set

gO) =/( — )=    I     e-xtlt«da(l) =   I    e-xuda(t0u)
\ to /        Jo Jo

where / = t0u. Simple computation shows that

L1[g(x)] = toLh[f(x)]

and that the derivatives on the right and left of a(t0u) at u = 1 are t0 ct+'(to)

and to aJ(to) respectively. Hence if we have proved the theorem for l0 = 1 we

have
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Li[g(x)]       «+'(/„)+«_'(/„)
£.,l/(*)J = ■—;-=-:-

fo ¿

Form the expression

fck+1      /.  00

¿*.i [/(*)] =—r        e-k't"da(t).
kl   J o

The improper integral will converge if k is sufficiently large. It will be suf-

ficient to show that the two integrals

fck+i ¡.i
/* = -—        e-kHkd[a(t)-a2(\)t],

kl   Jo

'— f    e-k'tkd[a(t)-a4(l)t]
kl   J i

kk+

Jk =

approach zero with l/k, since we saw in §2 that

kk+l rl o_'(l)
-1

2

/¡k+l    n 1

lim-        e~kttkal(l)dt =
i-»oo      kl     Jo

kk+i r
lim- j
*-♦«>   kl   •/1

«+' (D
e'"'tka¿ (l)dt -

If we introduce the functions

we have

ß(t)=a(l)-a(t)-aj(l)(l-t),

y(t) = a(t)-a(l)-a¿(l)(t-l),

_ ¡¡k+i  f, i
h = ——       e-k'tkdß(t),

kl     Jo

fck+l    /• oo

/* = —-        e-k'tkdy(t).
kl   J i

By noting that
ß(t) = o(l-t) (<^1-),

y(t) = o(t-l) «->!+),

and by use of the methods of §4, we see that /* and /* approach zero with

l/k. We omit the details.

The proof may easily be extended to include the case in which a(t) has

right-hand or left-hand derivatives that are infinite at t0.
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Part II

The representation of functions as Laplace integrals

9. A preliminary formula. In Part I we dealt with functions /(*) which

were known to be expressible as Laplace integrals. Here we shall abandon

this assumption and assume only that the functions /(*) are such as to make

the operators L and S have meaning. This will lead us to certain uniqueness

theorems regarding the representation of functions as Laplace integrals and

to necessary and sufficient conditions for such representation. We begin with

Theorem 14. If f(x) is of class Cn in the interval c^x< oo, and if the in-

tegrals

(9.1) f  ukfk+"(u)du       O = 0, 1,2, •••,»- 1)

converge, then

(- 1)* 1   r °°
(9.2)-F<*>(*)**+1 =/(oo)+— I    uk(- l)k+lfk+»(u)du

kl klJX

(x ^ c; k = 0, 1, • • • , « - 1)
where F(x) =/(*)/*.

By integration by parts we obtain

/" uk r »'1°-/<*+»(«)<*« = L(-D*+i/<*>o)-j

/,  CO uk~\
——-ß*)(u)du.

x    (A — 1)!

Since both integrals converge by hypothesis it follows that the limits

lim xkf-k)(x)
X—>oo

exist for k=0, 1, • • ■ , « — 1. The existence of all of these limits implies that

they are zero except perhaps for k=0. We prove this by induction. Suppose

that

lim */'(*) = B > 0.
X—>oo

Then there exists a positive number *o such that

*/'(*) > 5/2 (* = *o > 0).
Hence
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/'« B   rxdu
f'(u)du>-       -,

x, 2 J Xa u

B x
f(x) > —log —+/(*o).

2 *o

As * becomes positively infinite the right-hand side of this inequality does

also, so that /(*) can not approach a limit as the hypothesis demands. If B

is negative we need only replace /(*) by —/(*) in the foregoing proof.

Now suppose we have proved that

lim **/<*>(*) = 0.

Then
d

x—(xkß»(x)) = xk+yk+»(x) + kxkf™(x)
dx

approaches a limit by hypothesis. By the previous work this limit must be

zero, whence

lim **+1/(*+1'(*) = 0.
X—»oo

This completes the induction and gives us the equation

/, « uk                                 /<«(*)**                  r °°    m*-1
-fk+"(u)du = (- l)4¿-77- + (- D*       77-—fw(u)du.

x       kl                                                                    kl                                      J x   \k  —   1) !

Successive application of this result gives (9.2).

Corollary 1. Under the conditions of the theorem,

Lk.t[F(x)] = Sk,t[f(x)]      (0 < i ¿ k/c; k - 0, 1, •••,»- 1)

ifc>0.

Corollary 2. If condition (9.1) is replaced by the condition

(9.3) lim **/<*>0) exists     (k = 0, 1, 2, •■•,«- 1),
X—»oo

the result of the theorem remains true.

To prove this we have only to show that (9.3) implies (9.1).

10. Uniqueness theorems. We turn next to the proof of

Theorem 15. If the function F(x) is of class C°° in the interval 0<*<oo

and satisfies the inequalities
Mkl

(10.1) | F<*>(«) | < — (*>0;A = 0, 1, •••),
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lim   f   e-xtLk,t[F(x)]dt = F(x) (x > 0).
£-»»   J o

That the integral (10.2) exists for k =0, 1, 2, • • ■ follows at once from the

inequalities

\Lk,t[F(x)]\ <M       (t>0; k = 0,1,2,-■■),

/ i        -«. me-x'Lk,t[F(x)]dt \< e~xtMdt = —
o I       Jo x

(x > 0).

If we set

we have

Hk(x) =  f   V*';:*,«^*)]^,
Jo

Ik(x) =    f    e^L*,,^*)]^,
J ¡fc/x

f   «-*«£» l([P(*)]Ä = Hk(x) + /*(*),

and it will be sufficient to show that

lim Hk(x) = F(x)
4-» »

lim Ik(x) = 0

By the change of variable u = k/t we obtain

l  CO ,.k— 1

(* > 0),

(x >0).

#*(*) = (-!)* f     —-e-kxl"F<-V(u)du
J x        (k   —   1)1

On the other hand we have

(u — x)h~l

(
'H

(¿-1)1

(- 1)*(« - a:)*-1

F^(u)du

F(k-i)fu) + (- iy I
00   (u — x)k

(*-2)!(ft-1)1

The first term on the right-hand side of this equation is zero since

lim F'<*""(m)«'-' = 0,

/?(*-»)(m)¿« ,

as we see from (10.1). By successive integration by parts we see that
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/"■ O - «O*-1
■^—-_-F<»(«)d«.

i       (A — 1)!

Hence

Z7t(*) - F(«) = J (- 1)*P<*>(*)| «r**/« - ^1 - —j       |¿«.

Again using (10.1),

| Hk(x) - F(x) \<Mk f    — e-kx'« - ( 1 - — )       ¿«,
J x      U2 \ U /

or, by the change of variable v = x/u,

Mk  c l
| Hk(x) - P(*) | <-      | e~k" - (1 - »)*-» | dv.

x  Jo

We write

e-kv _ (i _ „)»~i = [e-kv _(!_„)*]_ „(! _ p)»-^

and note that

«-*• - (1 - »)* > 0 (0 < v < 1),

as one sees by virtue of the familiar inequality

e~z > 1 - x (x9*0).

Hence

MkV rl rl "1
| Hk(x) - F(x) | <-     I     [«-*• - (1 - v)k]dv +   I     »(1 - »)*~l<fo

_Mkri-e~k       i   i    ii r(i)r(2)

* L      k A + lj        x    T(k + 2)

Mr All
= —   1 -<r*-+-   .

* L k+ 1      A-f lj

From this inequality it follows that

lim #*(*) = F(x)
i—0

for all positive values of *.

For J*0) we clearly have the inequality

I J*0) I < f i
J k/m

Me~xtdt = Me~k/x (x > 0).
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This shows that

lim /*(*) = 0
A—»«

for all positive values of x, and the proof of the theorem is complete.

We now prove a companion theorem for the operator 5.

Theorem 16. If the function f(x) is of class C°° in the interval 0<x<<x>,

and if

(10.3) f    — ßk+»(u)du   < M   (x > 0; k = 0, 1, • • • ),
\   J x       kl

then

lim   f   e-x'dSk.t[f(x)] = f(x) - /(oo) (x > 0)
A-»»   J o

where Sk,o[f(x) ] is defined asf(°o).

The existence of the integral (10.3) for all k enables us to employ Theorem

14 for an arbitrary value of k. Thus

FWix)xk+l

(-1)'
kl

. oo    ,.*

= /(<») + (- D*+1 f " ^-ßk+1\u)du    (* > 0; h - 0, 1, • - • ),
J x      kl

where F(x) =f(x)/x. By (10.3) we have

(10.4) \FW(x)xk+1/kl\ ^ |/(oo)| + M = N    (x>0;k = 0,l,---).

Hence we may apply Theorem 15 to F(x) and obtain

lim   j    e-x'Lk,t[F(x)]dt = F(x).
A—»oo    J o

By Corollary 1 of Theorem 14,

(10.5) Lk,,[F(x)] =Sk.t[f(x)]    (t>0;k = 0, 1, 2, • • • )•

The explicit expression for Sk.t [/(*)] shows that

(10.6) lim £*,,[/(*)] =/(oo).
t—o

An integration by parts, using (10.4), (10.5), and (10.6), gives

(10.7) f°e-xtLk,t[F(x)]dt = l^- + — C°e-xidSk. t[f(x)]     (x>0).
Jo x x J o
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It is to be noted that we have not proved that Sk,t [/(*) ] is of bounded varia-

tion in 0 g t ^ R. This is not necessary for the existence of the above Stieltjes

integral. We have only to note that e~xt is a function of bounded variation in

the interval O^t^R for every positive * and R, and that Sk,t[f(x)] is con-

tinuous in O^t^R (if defined as/(oo) at i=0). Allowing A to become infinite

in (10.7) we have

lim   — I     e-xldSk,t[f(x)] =--,
Í-.00      X J o XX

from which the result of the theorem follows immediately.

Theorems 15 and 16 may be regarded as uniqueness theorems. The

former shows at once that if J\(*) and F2(x) are two functions satisfying the

inequalities (10.1) and such that

(10.8) £i[Fi(*)] = Lt[F2(x)],

then Fi(*) =F2(x) for all positive values of *. For, the function

*(*) = Fx(x) - F,0)

also satisfies inequalities (10.1). By Theorem 15

/I  oo
e-xtLkit[Hx)]dt = $(*) (* > 0).

o

But by (10.8)

lim £*,.[$(*)] = 0 (<>0).
k—>oo

Since

| e~x'Lk,,[$(*)]( < e-xtM,

and since the function Me~xt is integrable with respect to t on the infinite

interval (0, oo) for every positive *, we may take the limit under the in-

tegral sign in (10.7) and obtain

$0) = 0.

In a similar way we can show that if $>(*) is a function satisfying (10.3)

and such that

St[Hx)] = 0 (t> 0),

then $0) is identically zero for all positive values of *. For, by Theorem 16,

/I   OO

e~x'dSk,,[$(*)] = *(*) - *(oo).

o
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But

J|  00 •»  00
e-*'dS*,,[*(*)] = - *(») + x I    e-xtSk,t[Hx)]dt,

o Jo

and since

|S* .«*(*) I <N,

we have, on allowing k to become infinite,

$(x) — $(oo) = — $(oo).

The result is thus established.

11. Bernstein's theorem. By use of Theorem 16 we can now give a much

simplified proof of a theorem of S. Bernstein.* As a preliminary result we

prove

Theorem 17. If the function f(x) is completely monotonie in the interval

— r)<x<<x> (r)>0), then

f(x) =  f  e~x'da(t)
Jo

where the function a(t) is a non-decreasing function and the integral converges

for x>0.

We  recall that  a  function  is  completely  monotonie in  an  interval

— rj<x<<x> if it possesses derivatives of all orders there which satisfy the

inequalities

(- l)lf'(i) ä 0 (-v<x<oo).

We prove first that the limits

(11.1) lim **/<*>(*) (* = 0, 1, 2, • • • )
X—»oo

exist. The result is obvious for k = 0 since a completely monotonie function is

non-negative and non-decreasing. Now form the function

/(*) - xf(x).

It is clearly non-negative for x > 0 and has a non-positive derivative

-(f(x) -xf(x)) - -*/"(*)•
dx

* S. Bernstein, Sur les fonctions absolument monotones, Acta Mathematica, vol. 52 (1929), p. 1.

See also F. Hausdorff, Summalionsmelhoden und Momentfolgen, Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 9

(1921), pp. 280-299.
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It must therefore approach a limit as * becomes infinite, and hence the func-

tion */'(*) does also. We now proceed by induction. Suppose that the limit

(11.1) exists ior A = 0, 1, • • • , ». We can prove that it also exists for A = »+l

by considering the function

x2f"(x) (- l)"+l
(11.2) /(*) - */'(*) +     J-h-—*"+1/(n+1)(*)

J J 2! 0+1)!       J

whose derivative is

(- l)"+1*»+1/<''+2>(*)/»!.

The function (11.2) being non-negative non-increasing approaches a

limit as * becomes infinite. All terms except the last approach a limit by as-

sumption, so that this last must also. This completes the induction.

By Corollary 2 of Theorem 14 we see that the integrals

/;
ukfk+»(u)du (A = 0, 1, 2, • • • )

converge for positive *. Hence the function

(11.3) Sk,,[f(x)] = /(oo) +   f " -(- l)k+1ßk+1)(u)du
Jk/t kl

is well denned for all positive values of / and for all positive integers k. We

define the function as/(oo) for t=0. Since/(*) is completely monotonie for

*>0, it is clear that the integrand of the integral (11.3) is non-negative.

Hence Sk,<[/"(*)] is a non-negative non-decreasing function of t. Since the

function f{k+1)(u) is continuous in the neighborhood of the origin, we have

0 è Sk,,[/(*)] g /(oo) + f    —(- 1 )*+i/(*+D(u)du     (0^t<<x>).
Jo     A!

But this integral is independent of A. In fact

(_ D*+i  f "'^Lftk+i,ru)du = /(0) -/(oo),
J 0     kl

as one sees by successive integrations by parts. Hence

0 = Sk.,[f(x)] :S /(O)    (t è 0; A = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ).

We are thus in a position to apply Theorem 16, for the boundedness of

Sk,t[f(x)] implies the condition (10.3). Hence

/(*) = /(oo) + lim   f   e-*'dSk,«[/(*)].
*-»   Jo
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Now by a theorem of E. Helly* it is possible to pick from the bounded se-

quence of functions Sk.t[f(x)] (k = 0, I, 2, ■ ■ ■ ) a sub-sequence S/,t[f(x)]

which approaches a non-decreasing function ß(t) as /' becomes infinite. By

the Helly-Bray theoremf it is permissible to take the Umit under the integral

sign so that we have

f(x) = /(«) + lim   f    e-x>dS;,t[f(x)] =/(«)+  f   e~x'dß(t).
j-.it, J(¡ J q

Clearly

ß(0) -/(») = 0.

Hence if we define

a(t) = ß(t) (t > 0),

a(0) = 0,

it is evident that a(t) remains a non-decreasing function and that

f(x) =    I    e~xtda(t) (x > 0).
Jo

The theorem is completely established. We. now prove the theorem of

Bernstein :

Theorem 18. A necessary and sufficient condition that f(x) should be com-

pletely monotonie for x>cis that

f(x) =  f   tr'<da(t),
J o

where the function a(t) is non-decreasing and the integral converges for x>c.

The sufficiency of the condition is established simply by noting that' the

function

(- 1)*/CA0(*) -   f   e~x'tkda(t)
Jo

must be non-negative for those values of x which make the integral converge

if a(t) is non-decreasing.

The necessity of the condition is easily established by use of Theorem 17.

The important distinction between our present hypothesis and that of

Theorem 17 is that here we do not know the function f(x) to be completely

* Helly, Über lineare Funktionaloperationen, Wiener Sitzungsberichte, vol. 121 (1921), p. 265.

f See, for example, G. C. Evans, The Logarithmic Potential, Discontinuous Dirichlet and Neumann

Problems, Colloquium Publications, vol. 6, of the American Mathematical Society, 1927, p. 15.
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monotonie outside the interval in which the Laplace integral is to converge.

We note first that the function f(x-\-c+r¡) is completely monotonie for

x> — 77. Applying Theorem 17 we have

f(x + c + 77) =    f   e-x'dß,(t),
J 0

where 0,(0 is non-decreasing and the integral converges for *>0. That is,

/l  OO y»  OOe-»'e(«+»>'¿0,(O =    J    e-xldan(t),
0 Jo

where

o,(0 =   T   e^+"^dßv(u).
Jo

The integral (11.4) converges for *>c+77. This argument holds for each posi-

tive value of 77 and appears to give various integral expressions for /(*) cor-

responding to the various values of 77 used. But since a function can have but

a single Laplace integral representation,* we see that a,(0 is independent of

77 and may be denoted by a(0- This is a non-decreasing function. Hence

/» 00

/(*) =   I    e~xtda(t),
J 0

where the integral converges for *>c+t7. Since 77 was arbitrary, the integral

converges for x>c and the proof is complete.

12. Representation by absolutely convergent Laplace-Stieltjes integrals.

We are now able to give by the present methods a much simplified proof of

a theorem of the author, f We state it first in the slightly less general form:

Theorem 19. ^4 necessary and sufficient condition that the function /(*) can

be expressed as

(12.1) /(*) =   I    e~xtda(t)
Jo

where a(t) is of bounded variation in the infinite interval 0 = *< =o is that /(*)

should be of class C°° in that interval and that

* D. V. Widder, loe. cit., p. 705. We are assuming of course that the functions o,(i), ßrff) etc

are all normalized. That is,

a,(0) = 0,    [«,(< +) + «,(i -)]/2 - o,(0 « > 0).
t D. V. Widder, Necessary and sufficient conditions for the representation of a function as a La-

place integral, these Transactions, vol. 33 (1931), p. 851.
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/' °° uk— | /<*+»(«) \du£M     (x > 0; k = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • ).
x       kl

Our present methods enable us to improve the proof of both the necessity

and the sufficiency of the condition. We begin with the necessity. Suppose

the function f(x) to have the representation (12.1), the total variation of

a(t) in the interval (0, °o) being equal to M. Then the integral (12.1) must

converge absolutely for x^O. Denote the total variation of a(u) in the inter-

valO^w^iby V(t). Then0£V(t)gMtorO$t<*>, Set

Then

and

g(x) =   j    er*'dV(t).
Jo

1/%  00 /»  00
I    e-xttkda(t)   ^   I    e~xttkdV(t) = (- l)kgw(x),

Jo I       J o

— |/<*+»(«) | ¿M ̂   (-  1)*+1   I — g(*+1)(«)¿«
x    ¿! J x    kl(12.3)

(*>0;* - 0,1,2, •••).

Since V(t) is a non-decreasing function, g(x) is completely monotonie for

x>0. Hence the integrals (12.3) surely converge for x>0 as the argument

used in the proof of Theorem 17 shows. Integrating the right-hand member

of (12.3) by parts, we obtain

f   t; I/(tfl)(«) I ¿« ̂  «(*)-*«'(*)+^7«"(*)-+ (-D*T7«(t)(*) (*>°)

/r s2*2 ac*/*~l

^[1 + - + -+.-.+—J-FW.
Again apply integration by parts to this last integral:

/I Oft     atk                                                                             /»  00                                  X*"^*^/*

— | /(*+»(«) | d« g  j     e-"7(0-di (* > 0).
x      kl Jo kl

Finally, since V(t) SJiwe have

/' °° uk— \f(k+l)(u)\ du ^ M (x>0).
x    kl

This completes the proof of the necessity of the condition.

We turn next to the proof of the sufficiency. The condition (12.2) on
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/(*) enables us to show that Sk¡í [/(*) ] is of bounded variation in the infinite

interval (0, oo ) and that the total variation of /(*) in that interval has an

upper bound independent of A. For, let R be an arbitrary positive constant.

Divide the interval (0, R) into sub-intervals by points /,• such that

0 = to < h < ■ ■ ■ < t„ = R.

Then we have

n-l

2Z\S„.^[f(x)] -Sklti[f(x)]\
n—1 |     p oo          q^h p oo    -yfc

=   E    I — (- l)*+1/(*+1)0)<^ -   I      — (- l)k+1fik+1)(u)du
¡_0 I J k/ti+i    kl J k/ti  kl

n—1        /» kit,     <uk f* K   Uk

^E               — |/<*+»(«) | d« = I      — \fk+»(u)\du ^ M.
<_0    J k/ti+1    kl J k/R   kl

Since M is independent of the manner of sub-division of the interval (0, R)

the function Sk,t [/(*)] is of bounded variation in the interval and its total

variation in that interval is at most M, a number independent of A and of R.

Hence the total variation of Sk,t[/(*)] in (0, oo) is also at most equal to M

for all positive integers k.

Now by the theorem of Helly already employed in the proof of Theorem

17 we can pick from the sequence Sk,t [/(*) ] a sub-sequence S,-,t [/(*) ] which

approaches a limit a(0 defined for 0<2<oo, whose total variation in that

interval is at most M.

The condition (12.2) clearly implies the condition (10.3), so that we may

apply Theorem 16 here to show that

(12.4) /(*)-/( oo ) = lim   fV'^,. [/(*)].
J—»0O       J   Q

Since

\Si,t[f(x)]\ ^ |/(oo)| + M

we may use precisely the same argument as that used in the proof of Theorem

17 to show that we may take the limit under the sign of integration in (12.4).

Thus

/(*) = /(oo) +   f   e-x'da(t) (a(0) = /(oo)),
J o

or if a(0) is defined as zero,

/(*) =   I    e~xida(t).
Jo
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In either case a(t) is of bounded variation in (0, °°) and the proof is complete.

We now prove the more general result by use of Theorem 19.

Theorem 20. A necessary and sufficient condition thatf(x) can be expressed

in the form

(12.5) /(*) =   Ce-X'da(t),
Jo

where a(t) is of bounded variation in the interval (0, R) for every positive R, the

integral converging absolutely for x>c, is that f(x) should be of class C°° in the

interval c<x<<*> and that for every positive constant h there should exist a

constant Mt such that

(12.6) f    — | ßk+»(u + c + 5)| du S M,    (x>0; k = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ • ).
J x      kl

We prove first the necessity of the condition. Let f(x) have the form

(12.5). Then

(12.7) f(x + c + 5) =  f  e~xldß(t)
Jo

where

ß(t) =   f   e-^+s^da(u).

The integral (12.7) converges absolutely for x> — 8. The total variation of

ß(u) in the interval 0 g u ¿ t is

f   e-<t+,)"¿F(«),
Jo

where V(t) is the total variation of a(u) in that interval. Hence the total

variation of ß(u) in the interval 0:2 u < °o is

M, =  f   e-(°+V"dV(u).
J a

This integral converges since (12.5) converges absolutely for x = c + 5. Now

applying Theorem 19 to the function f(x+c+5) we get (12.6). This estab-

lishes the necessity of the condition.

Now assume that (12.6) holds. By Theorem 19 we have

f(x + c + Ô)=   f   e~xtdß(t)
Jo
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where j3(0 is of bounded variation in the interval 0 = i<oo. This integral

consequently converges absolutely for * = 0. Hence the integral

/(*) =  f  e-x'da(t),
Jo

where
r '

e<.c+*)»dß(u),«(0=  f
Jo

converges absolutely for * = c+5. This argument holds for each positive 5.

The function a(t) appears to depend on 5. This is not the case, however, as

one sees by again appealing to the uniqueness theorem for the representation

of a function by a Laplace integral.* Since ô is arbitrary it follows that (12.5)

converges absolutely for * > c and the proof is complete.

It is natural to inquire what sort of condition is imposed on the function

/(*) by (12.6) if the absolute value signs are removed from the integrand and

are applied instead to the integral itself. In this connection we prove

Theorem 21. A necessary and sufficient condition that the function /(*)

can be expressed in the form

f(x) = x f   e-xt<t>(t)dt

where 0(0 is integrable in (0, R) for every positive R, is uniformly bounded in

(0, oo ), and is such that the limit

i r*
(12.8) lim— I    4>(u)du

t—o   t  Jo

exists, is that a constant M should exist for which

/,« uk—p*+»(u)du
x      kl

<M    O > 0; k = 0, 1, • • • ).

We first establish the necessity of the condition. Set F(x) =/(*)/*. If

|0(O| <iVfor0g/<oo, then

(12.10)
F<*>(*)

< N     (x > 0; k = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ).
kl

The hypothesis (12.8) implies that

(12.11) I    4>(u)du~at (t-*0)
_                                J o

* The function ß(u) of course depends on 5. It is precisely this fact that makes it possible for

a(t) to be independent of 8.
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for a suitable constant a. From this it follows that

j    uk<p(u)du ~ atk+1/(k + 1) (t -> 0).
Jo

For, by virtue of (12.11), we have

f   [<f> (u) - a] du = o(t) (t -» 0).
J o

If we set

ß(t) =   I    m*[<*>(«) - a] du,
J o

we must show that

(12.12) ß(t) = o(t"+l) (¿-»0).

By an integration by parts (12.12) is easily established.

This result enables us to show that

(12.13) (- l)*F<*>(x)~a*!/**+l (*-*»),

or that

Ik=    \    e-xltk[<t>(t) - a]dt = o(x~k-1) (x-**>).

J o

Integration by parts gives

Ik = x I    e~x'ß(t)dt
Jo

e~xtß(t)dt + x I    e~xtß(t)dt.
o J t

Using the relation (12.12) on the first integral on the right-hand side of this

equation we obtain

(* + l)l
\lk\ â

But

/i oo
e-^HN + a)tk+1dt   (x > x0 > 0).

s

y-g-ix-^i  =  o(x~k~l) (X—* OO).

Hence it is evident that (12.13) is true. From this fact it follows at once that

lim/(x) = a, lim **/<*>(*) = 0 (k = 1, 2, • • • ).
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By Corollary 2 of Theorem 14 we have

(- 1)* /•" M*
-F<*>0)**+1 = /(«) + (- 1)*+1 I      —f(k+l)(»)du.

kl J x        kl

That is,

v  X

—fk+"(u)du
kl

ÚN + \f(»)\ = M.

This completes the proof of the necessity of the condition.

Conversely, suppose that (12.9) holds. Applying Theorem 14 we have

|F<*>0)**+7A!| <  |/(«>)| + M    (*>0; A = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ).

Then applying a theorem of the author* we see that

F(x) = i^- =   I    e-x'4>(t)dt,
x Jo

where 0(0 is uniformly bounded in (0, oo). It remains only to show that

(12.8) holds. We know that/(oo) exists since the integral (12.9) converges

for A = 0 by hypothesis. That is,

F(*)~/(oo)/*.

•> a

Since 0(0 is bounded we may apply a familiar Tauberian theoremf and

conclude that

<f>(u)du ~/(oo)/ (t-*0).
o

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Part III

Applications

13. Zeros of Laplace integrals. In this section we shall discuss the relation

between the zeros of the integral

(+ oo

(13.1) /(*) =    I    e-x'da(t)
Jo

and the changes of trend of the function a(0-  In case a(0 has a continu-

* D. V. Widder, Necessary and sufficient conditions for the representation of a function as a Laplace

integral, these Transactions, vol. 33 (1931), p. 873, Theorem 13.

t G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlewood, On Tauberian theorems, Proceedings of the London Mathe-

matical Society, vol. 30 (1930), p. 23.
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ous derivative a'(t), E. Laguerre* proved that the number of zeros of f(x)

in the interval of convergence of (13.1) can not exceed the number of changes

of sign of a'(t). He obtained a similar result for the case in which (13.1)

reduces to a Dirichlet series. We here extend the result to the general in-

tegral (13.1).

We first make a precise definition of the notion of change of trend. In this

definition we use the term interval to include an interval of zero length. A

function a(t) is increasing (or decreasing) in the zero interval (a, a) if

a(a+)>a(a—) (or a(a+) <a(a— )).

Definition. Let a(t) be a normalized function of bounded variation in the

interval O^t-R. Then a(t) has n changes of trend in that interval if there exist

points

0 - to á h á h á • • • á tn+i = R,

with at most two consecutive t, equal, such that

a(ti+1 -) 5¿ a(U +)    if   ti+i ^0,  U s* R,

(A) a(0) 5¿ a(0 +)    if        to = h = 0,

a(R) * a(R -)    if     tn+i = tn = R;

(B) a(i) is alternately increasing and decreasing in the intervals

(to, ti), (ii, t2), ■ • • , (t„, tn+i).

If a function has n changes of trend in (0, R) for every positive R suf-

ficiently large, we say that it has n changes of trend in the infinite interval

(0, oo). In particular if a(t) has a continuous derivative a'(t) then n is the

number of changes in sign of a'(t). On the other hand if a(t) is a step-function,

so that (13.1) reduces to a Dirichlet series, n is the number of changes of

sign in the sequence of the coefficients. We now establish

Theorem 22. If the function a(t) is of bounded variation in the interval

(0, R) for every positive R, and if it has n changes of trend in the interval

(0, oo ), then the function
n   CO

/(*) =   I    e~xtda(t)
Jo

has at most n zeros in the interval of convergence of the integral.

By the definition of change of trend it is clear that the function

ß(x) =  f   (t- ti)(t -ti)---(t- tn)da(t)
Jo

* E. Laguerre, Oeuvres, vol. 1, p. 29.
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is monotonie in the interval (0, oo ). Now form the function

(13.2) /*(*) =   f   e~x'dß(t) =   f   e-xt(t - h)(t - t2) ■ ■ ■ (t - tn)da(t).
Jo Jo

Since ß(t) is monotonie it follows that /*(*) has no zeros in the interval of

convergence of the integral (13.2). Set

(t - h)(t -t2)---(t- tn) = an(- 0n + an-i(- 0n_1 +-h «o.

Then

/*(*) = <*„/<»>(*) + ßn-i/o-DO) + • ■ • + aof(x).

If/(*) had more than » zeros, this linear differential expression would have

at least one zero, as one sees by a generalized form of Rolle's theorem.f

Since /*(*) has no zeros, our result is proved.

By use of our inversion formula we can now get a more exact relation

between the number of zeros of f(k)(x) and the number of changes of trend

in a(t). We prove

Theorem 23. If the function a(t) is a normalized function of bounded

variation with » changes of trend in the interval (0, R) for every sufficiently

large positive R, and if a(0+) =a(0) =0, then

/<*>(*) = (- 1)* T   e-xttkda(t)
Jo

has exactly » changes of sign in the interval of convergence of the integral for

all k sufficiently large.

Before proving the theorem we point out that the restriction a(0+) =a(0)

is a necessary one. If it were omitted, a(t) could be defined as

a(0) = 0,    a(0 = 1 (0 < t < 1),

a(l) = è,     a(0 = 0 (1</<oo),

a function with one change of trend. Yet the derivatives of

1 — e~x =   I    e~xtda(t)
Jo

have no change of sign, no matter how high the order.

To prove the theorem consider the points to, h, • • ■ ,tn whose existence is

t G. Pólya, On the mean-value theorem corresponding to a given linear homogeneous differential

equation, these Transactions, vol. 24 (1922), pp. 312-324.

D. V. Widder, A general mean-value theorem, these Transactions, vol. 26 (1924), pp. 385-394.

Since the coefficients a¡ are constants, the property W is satisfied in any interval.
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guaranteed by the foregoing definition. Consider two adjoining intervals

(ti-i,ti) and (h, ti+i). Suppose that a(t) is increasing in the first and decreasing

in the second. We show first that points £, r¡, f exist such that

(13.3) a({) < a(v) > o(f),        h-i ^î<1<f^ **H-

We consider several cases.

Case I. ti-i^ti, U^U+x. In this case a(t) has at least one point of increase

in ti-i ¿ t ^ ti. Hence we can find £ and i\' such that

attXaOfO (ßi-! g í < n' á íí).

Since a(í) has at least one point of decrease in ¿< á ¿ á /¿+i we can determine r¡"

and f such that

«(i?")>«G-) (#» Si V < f JS«»fO.

Choose t; equal to f* or jj" so that

«0») è «(*'),

Then clearly (13.3) is satisfied.

Case II. ti-i^ti, ti = ti+i. Choose £ and r¡' as in Case I. By B of the defi-

nition we see that a(ti+i+) —a(ti—) <0. Hence we can determine i\" such

that

«(»;") > a(/i+i) =-

Choose i) as in Case I and f = ¿\+i- Then (13.3) is satisfied.

Case III. í<_i = /j, í,-5«ííj+1. The treatment of this case is similar to that of

Case II and is omitted.

It is to be noted that ti9*t0 since a(0+) =a(0). Hence (f>0 if * — 1.

Now choose a positive number e so small that

a© + e < a(V) - e < «(f) + e.

By Theorem 2 we can determine an integer k0 so large that

I Sk.t[f(x)] - a(t) | < « (t - S,n, {; k > *o).

Hence

Sk,([f(x)] <Sk„[f(x)] >Sk,t[f(x)).

Since Sk.t \f(x) ] is a function of class C at least, it follows that it has at least

one maximum in the interval ti-i<t<ti+i, where its derivative vanishes. A

similar proof applies if a(t) is decreasing in (i,_i, /¿) and increasing in (tf, ti+i).
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Since there are but a finite number of intervals (í¿, ti+i) we can determine

ko so large that for A>A0 the function Sk,t will have at least one

maximum (minimum) in (to, h),

minimum (maximum) in (t\, t3),

maximum (minimum) in (t2, tí),

It thus becomes clear that the derivative of Sk,t [/(*)] with respect to / will

change sign at least » times in (0, oo). That is, the function

kk 1 /A\

- 1)! tk+2 \t /'(A

and hence also f{k+1)(x), must change sign at least » times in (0, oo). By

Theorem 22 we see that fik+1)(x) must change sign exactly w times in that

interval and the theorem is completely established.

Corollary 1. If a(t) has a maximum (minimum)* at a point to, then for A

sufficiently large fw(x) will have a change of sign at a point xk such that

A
lim   — = to.
*-»oo     xk

Let e be an arbitrary positive number. We must show that there corre-

sponds a number A0 such that fw(x) will have a zero xk for which

A
-to
xk

< í (A > Ao),

or that /<*>(k/t) will have a zero in the interval t0—e<t<t0+e. This follows

from the inequalities

Sk,u-t[f(x)] <Sk,h[f(x)] >Sk,t0+t[f(x)]

precisely as in the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 2. If

/(*) = aie-*»1 + a2e~^x + a3e~^x + • • • ,

0 < Xi < X2 < X3 < ■ • • , lim Xm = oo ,
m—.«

and if the sequence a\, a2, a3, ■ ■ ■ has n changes of sign,f(k)(x) will have exactly n

* We do not require that a(t) should be continuous at to. We must, however, have a maximum

(minimum) in the strict sense.
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changes of sign in the interval of convergence of the series for all k sufficiently

large.

Corollary 3. // a(t) has nR changes of trend in (0, R) and if

lim nR = co ,
R->k

then the number of changes of sign offm(x) in the interval of convergence of the

integral becomes infinite with k.

Here we introduce the further

Definition. Let <p(t) be integrable in (0, R). It has n changes of sign in that

interval if the function

a(t) =   f   <b(y)dy
J o

has n changes of trend there.

For example, if ( —1)*tp(i) =0 almost everywhere in (U, ti+i), the sign >

holding for a set of positive measure (i = 0, I, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n), then the conditions

of the definition are satisfied.

Corollary 4. If <p(t) is integrable in (0, R) and has n changes of sign there

for every positive R, then the function

/■  oo
e-xttk<b(t)dt

o

has n changes of sign in the interval of convergence of the integral for all k suf-

ficiently large.

This result includes as a special case a result which the author stated

earlier without proof* The increased generality of the present result is note-

worthy.

In case the function <p(t) of Corollary 4 has its changes of sign at points in

the neighborhood of which it is different from zero, our inversion formula

enables us to locate the positions of the changes of sign of <p(f) if we know the

positions of the changes of sign of fw(x). We first make exact the notion of

change of sign at a point.

Definition. Let 4>(t) be defined in the interval (0, R). Then it has a

change of sign at a point t = ti (0<ti<R) if for all positive e sufficiently small

¿(ti - e) > 0, <b(ti + «) < 0,
or

4>(ti - e) < 0, <j>(h + e) > 0.

* See the author's Proceedings article cited in the Introduction, Theorem 5.
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We now establish

Theorem 24. If<j>(t) is integrable in (0, R) for every positive R, the integral

n oo

(13.4) /(*) =   I    e-xt<t>(t)dt
Jo

converging for some value of x, and if 0(0 has a change of sign at a point k,

then for k sufficiently large fw(x) will have a change of sign at a point xk such

that
A

lim   — = to.
A-»oo     **

Given an arbitrary positive e we wish to show that we can find an integer

A0 such that for A>A0 the function fw(x) will have a change of sign xk such

that

A
-h   < Í
**

or that the function/(*'(A/0 will have a change of sign between to—e and

to+e for all A>A0. By Theorem 4 the function Lk,t [/(*)] approaches/(*)

almost everywhere in (0, oo). Choose a point 77 in the interval t»<t<t0+e

and a point £ in the interval t0—« <t <t0 such that

lim J*.{[/(*)] = 0(S),
k—»«

lim Lk ,,[/(*)] = 0(77).
Jt—»00

But

0© ^0,0(7,) 5¿0, 0(£)0(tj) <0.

Hence we can determine A0 so large that for A > A0

0(f) 0(7?)
W/o)] > ~ > 0, ¿*,j/o)] < ̂  < 0,

or else

0(f) 0(7))
Lk.([f(x)] <^L<0,   Lk,v[f(x)] > -^ > 0.

In either case the continuous function Lk,t[f(x)] must vanish between £ and

77. But this function vanishes only when f(k)(k/t) vanishes, so that the theorem

is established. We point out that the theorem could also be derived by use

of Corollary 1 to Theorem 22.
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Corollary. If <p(t) is continuous in (0, oo) and has changes of sign at the

points U,

0 < h < H < ■ ■ • < *n,

and at no others, thenfw(x) has exactly n changes of sign for k sufficiently large

at points

Xi,k > x2,k > • ■ • > xn>k,

and
Xi,k 1

lim-= — (i = 1, 2, • • • , n).
A-»«        k ti

Included in this Corollary is a result stated earlier by the author.*

We now illustrate the theory by an example. Take

<t>(t) = (t - a)(t - b) (0 < a < b).
Then

2       (a + b)      ab

X3 X2 X

(è + 2)!      (a + b)(k + 1)!     abk\
/(*>(*) =-—-— -\-
' xk+3 xk+2 xk+l

Simple computations show that

¡ft.*- \(a + b)(k+ l)+ [(a + b)2(k+ I)2 - Ub(k + l)(k + 2)]V2}/(2ab),

x2,k= {(a + b)(k + l)- [(a+ b)2(k + I)2 - 4ab(k + l)(k + 2)Y>2}/(2ab).

These roots will be real if k is sufficiently large. It must be so large that

k + 1 4ab
>

k + 2     (a + b)2

The right-hand side of this inequality is less than unity if a ^ b, whereas the

left-hand side approaches unity as k becomes infinite. It is clear that

*1.» 1 , *2,* 1
lim   -= — »     lim   -= — •
a—»      k a       a—o»      k b

This example shows that fm(x) may have a smaller number of changes of-

sign than <p(t) for small values of k. For example, if a = 9, b = 10, the function

fw(x) has no zeros for k <359, has two zeros for ¿>359.

As a further application of Theorem 23 we prove

* Theorem 6 of the Proceedings article cited above.
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Theorem 25. Let the series
00

/OO   =    E«mZm
n>=l

have radius of convergence R, and let the sequence of real coefficients ah oa, ■ • ■

have » changes of sign. Then the function

CO

fk(z) =   Ea>nO0*zm
m-1

will have exactly n changes of sign in the interval 0<z<Rfor all k sufficiently

large.

Set z = erx in the given power series. We thus obtain a Dirichlet series con-

vergent for *>log (i/R), to which we apply Corollary 2 of Theorem 23. Its

coefficients have exactly » changes of sign. Hence its Ath derivative will have

exactly » changes of sign in the interval log (1/R) <x< oo for all A sufficiently

large. Replacing * by log (1/z) we have the result stated*

We may also obtain a similar result concerning factorial series.

Theorem 26. Let the sequence Oi, a2, ■ ■ ■ have n changes of sign, and let the

series

" amm I ml

(13.5) /,(*) =
_i *(* + 1) • • • (* -f m)

converge for *>0. Then it is possible to determine a number l0 such that for any

fixed l>l0 the function fiw(x) will have w changes of sign in the interval

0 <* < oo for all A sufficiently large.

Since the series (13.5) converges we havef

/» oo
e~'^i(t)dt,

0

where
00

(13.7) 0,(0 =   T,amm\\ - <r«)—».
m=l

The series (13.6) converges for 0</<°o, or the series

00

hi*) =   2^ammlzm-1

* Cf. Pólya and Szegö, Aufgaben und Lehrsätze aus der Analysis, vol. 2 (1925), p. 44, No. 44.

t D. V. Widder, I, p. 739.
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converges for 0<z<l. By Theorem 25 the function \pi(z)z will have exactly

n changes of sign in 0<2<1 if / is greater than some number l0. The same

will be true of \(/i(z) and hence of <pi(t) in 0<i<oo. We have now only to

apply Corollary 3 of Theorem 23 to (13.7) to obtain the result stated.*

14. Special inversion formulas. We conclude Part III with several spe-

cific inversion formulas which, although they are immediate consequences of

the general theory, are nevertheless worthy of separate statement. The first

has to do with functions of the form

C da(t)
fix) =  I   —¡^-,

Jo       X + t

considered by Stieltjes. He gave a complex inversion formula when a(t) is

an increasing function, f Our present methods enable us to give the following

simple real solution of the Stieltjes problem.

Theorem 27. // the function a(t) is of bounded variation in the infinite in-

terval (0, oo ), and if

da(t)
■) JW =    I

J o

then

/'"   da(t)

o    x + t

a(t+)+a(t-) .     .
(14.2)-'■——- = St[Lv[f(x)}] (t > 0).

To prove this result set

/» oo
e-"'da(t).

n

Since a(t) is of bounded total variation in (0, oo), this integral converges

absolutely for 0^y<oo. It follows that the integral (14.1) converges for

x>0, that/(#) is analytic in the whole complex x-plane with the negative

real axis removed, and that

/(*) =  f
J 0

e~xv<t>(y)dy.

o

This integral converges for x >0. But

a(t +) + a(t -)
= S,[0(y)] (<>0),

* Compare Pólya and Szegö, loe. cit., vol. 2, p. 51, No. 84.

t See, for example, O. Perron, Die Lehre von den Keltenbrüchen, 1929, p. 372.
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and

00) - £»[/■(*)] (y > 0)

by Theorems 2 and 3 respectively. Combining these two results we have

(14.2).
Another application of Theorem 2 to Dirichlet series is contained in

Theorem 28. If

/(*) = aie-*»1 + a2e~x'x + ■ ■ ■ ,

0 < Xi < X2 < • • ■ ,     lim X„ = oo ,
n—»oo

the series converging for x>c, then

J. 2i/(X„_1+XB) uk
— flk+»fu)du     (w = 1, 2, • • • ),

2fc/(Xn+X„+1)     A!

where X0 is defined as zero.

This follows since

an - ¿'(X„+Xn+1)/2[/(*)] - 5(Xn_1+Xn)/2 [/(*)]•

In a similar way we may obtain the coefficients of a series in powers of 1/x

in terms of the function it represents.

Theorem 29. If

a<¡      ai      a2

/(*) = - + - + - + ■■■,
*       *2      x3-

the series converging for x>c, then

an = < lim   — Lk,([/(*)] >
{ *-►• d<" ; .„o

This follows since/(*) can be represented as a Laplace integral*

/I   00

e-"4»it)dt,
0

where
a2t2      a3t3

0(0 = ao + ait + —- + —- H-.

An application of Theorem 12 now gives the result.

Finally, the coefficients of a factorial series can also be determined in

* See for example, D. V. Widder, I, p. 728.
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terms of the function which it represents.

Theorem 30. If

ao «i a2
/(*) - — +-+-+ • • ■ ,

*      x(x+l)      *(* + 1)(* + 2)

the series converging for x>c, then

an = < lim   —L*,iog(.i/(i_o)[f(x)]>    ■
{A-»«o   dtn ) (_o

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 29 and is omitted.

Part IV

Complex variable

15. Generating function analytic at infinity. In previous work we have

regarded the generating function / and the determining function 0 as real

functions of the real variable. Let us now suppose that both are functions of

the complex variable. Set

z = x -f- iy, s = a + ir,

and write

/» oo

(15.1) fis) =  I    e-"<b(z)dz.
Jo

We are still supposing that the path of integration is along the positive real

axis. If the integral converges for some value of 5 we easily see by breaking

<j>(x) into its real and imaginary parts that

Lx[f(s)) = <b(x)

for all real positive values of x. It is natural to inquire if this formula still

holds when x is replaced by the complex variable z. In other words, will our

inversion formula hold off the real axis? We shall be able to show that it

holds in the half-plane x>0 if the function <p(z) is analytic there. In the pres-

ent section we shall assume in addition that f(s) is analytic at infinity and

vanishes there. We recall that such a function can be expressed in the form

(15.1). If

(15.2) f(s) =   ¿
.0    5

then
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(15.3) 0(2) =   ¿ — "
n=0 n\

and 4>(z) is entire.*

We now establish

Theorem 31. Iff(s) is analytic at infinity and vanishes there, then Lz[f(s)

exists for all complex z and defines an entire function 0(z) such that

roo
e~"<t>(z)dz,

the integral converging in some half-plane a >crc.

Since f(s) has the representation (15.2), the series converging in some

neighborhood of infinity, there exist numbers M and p such that

\an\ < Mpn O = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

Simple computation gives

"   (« + A)l  anzn

(15.4) Lk,z[f(s)} =   E *-T^ — (z < Up).
n_o        »!        A"A!

It will now be shown that the series (15.4), whose terms are to be regarded

as functions of the two variables k and z, converges uniformly in the region

\z\ ^l, A = Ao, where / is an arbitrary positive constant and A0 is a suitably

chosen positive integer. We note that

O+A)!

A"A! = (1+t)(1+t)"(1+t)

is a decreasing function of A for any positive integer ». Having chosen I arbi-

trarily we choose the integer A0 greater than lp. We thus have

,2, (n + k) I anz"        "   (n + A0) !  Mpnln

£i      A"A!        »! „_o     A0nA0! »!

Since the convergent dominant series is independent of A and of z, the uni-

form convergence of (15.4) is established. Consequently we may take the

limit of the series (15.4) term by term as A becomes infinite for any fixed z

whose modulus is ?¿l provided that the limit of the general term exists. But

(» + A)! anzn     anzn

lim-=-•
*-=o       »!        A"A!       »!

It follows that

See, for example, D. V. Widder, I, p. 728.
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L,[f(s)] = lim Lk,,[f(s)] =   ¿ ~ = 0(z)
a-.« n=0    n I

for \z\ ^/. Since I was arbitrary, the theorem is completely established.

Corollary. Under the conditions of the theorem,

lim L* ,,[/(*)] = <¡>(z)
A—»»

uniformly in any closed region of the z-plane.

This follows at once from the fact that the series (15.4) converged uni-

formly in z as well as in k.

16. Determining function analytic in a half-plane. We now turn to the

case in which the determining function is analytic in the half-plane. We shall

show that in this case our inversion formula is valid throughout the half-

plane. The result to be proved is

Theorem 32. Let the function <p(z) be analytic in the half-plane x>0 and

let the integral

/.   00

e-"<j>(z)dz
o

converge for some value of s. Then

\xmLk.z[f(s)] = <p(z)
A—»oo

uniformly in any closed region in the half-plane x>0.

It is to be noted that we are not assuming that <p(z) is analytic at the

origin. Thus our proof will apply to such functions as z~m. This degree of gen-

erality is reflected in a corresponding complication in the proof.

We obtain at once the following integral representation of LktI\f(s)],

£*..[/(*)]=—( — ) e-k»"uk<b(u)du.
kl\z /       JQ

Here u is for the present a real variable. Later we shall alter the path of inte-

gration and m will be a complex variable. Set z = pei+ and u = reie. Let D be an

arbitrary closed region in the half-plane x >0. We can determine positive con-

stants po, pi and \f/i<w/2 such that for all points z of D we have poúpíkpi,.

\yp\ <ypi. Now consider the function

| e~u'*u/z | = (r/p) exp [(- r/p) cos (6 - f)].

As z varies in D and u varies along the positive real axis we have
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(r/p) exp [(- r/p) cos0] < (r/p0) exp [(- r/pi) cos0i].

The right-hand side of this inequality is independent of the value of z in D

and tends to zero as r becomes infinite or as r approaches zero. Consequently

we can determine a positive number 8<p0 and a positive number A >pi both

independent of z in D such that

(16.1) | e~ulzu/z\ < e-1

for rS8 and for r^A.

We can now show that

(16.2) BTL1 / A\*+1
lim
*->» kl

e-k"i*uk<j>(u)du = 0,

i / A\*+i rs
(16.3) lim—(—)        I    e~kulzuk4>(u)du = 0

*->« A!\ z /      Jo

uniformly in D. Set

aO) =   I
J 0

<j>(r)dr

for positive real values of u. Then constants M and g exist such that

(16.4) | a(u) | < Me"" (0^m<oo).

Hence

1 / A\*+1   rx 1 / A\*+1

Ii
e-kA/z^k

(16.5)

-( —) I    e-*»'2«k4>(u)du =- a(A)—( —)
;! \ z /      •/a A! \ z /

1      / AV+1   f- r        «1
-( — ) a(u)e-k"l'uk-1\ 1-¿«

(A-l)!\z/       JA L zj

for à sufficiently large. The first term on the right-hand side of this equation

satisfies the inequality

o(A) -A/i.
k  fck+l frk+l

p-i ^\a(A)\-TTlkpo-\
kl kl

where /<e-1, as one sees by (16.1). The dominant function is independent of

z in D and approaches zero with l/k.

The second term on the right-hand side of (16.5) is in modulus at most

equal to

kk+l

(k-1)1 pi
— Ih-u, \
>o2 Ja

a(u) | e-t4ou<!08*il/Pi 1 +
Po

uk°~ldu,

where A0 is chosen so large that the integral converges. This is possible by
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(16.4). The dominant function is again independent of z in D and approaches

zero with l/k, so that (16.2) is completely established. In a precisely similar

way (16.3) is established, an integration by parts being necessary since

| <p(u) | need not be bounded in (0, 5). However, it is unnecessary to use (16.4)

in the present case since a(u) is continuous and hence bounded in 0 iS u ^ 8.

We omit the details of the proof.

It remains to show that

1 / k\k+1   C"
(16.6) lim—( —)        I    e-kul'uk<l>(u)du = <b{z)

a-»» k\ \ z I       J t

uniformly in D. To establish this point we must alter the path of integration.

We replace the segment of the real axis by a curve C composed of three arcs

Ci'. r = 8 (0^0^ 4>),

C2: 8 = >p (8 = rt^ A),

C3: r = A (0 ^ e á f).

We have here supposed that ^^0. If ^<0, replace the inequaUties defining

Ci and C3 by \p = 8^0. Since the integrand of (16.6) is analytic in the region

bounded by the line segment S^u^A and the curve C, we do not alter the

value of the integral by changing the path of integration as indicated. It is

to be noted that the curve C changes as z varies in D.

We now show that

1 / k\k+l   r     ■
lim — I — )        I    e~kulzuk<i>(u)du = 0
A-»=o  kl \ Z I J Ci

(i = 1, 3)

uniformly in D. We prove it for i = 1, the proof for i = 3 being similar. We

have

I l / k\k+l r
— ( — )        I     e-kuhuk<b(u)du

I kl \ z I       J c,

1 /*\*+»   /•*«
^ — I —)        I    e-ikscoitjip^k+i | ¿(¿g») | de

kl\po/       Jo

S -—-| <i>(8e-ie) | dd.
kl      po J o

This upper bound is independent of z in D and approaches zero with l/k.

We have thus reduced our problem to that of showing that

1  / k \ *+l    /• A
lim—( —) e-V"°i*U*rkei*<-k+»4>irei*)dr = 0(s)
A-»«   kl \ 3 / J j
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uniformly in D. But by Theorem 6

A*+1     1     rA
lim-I    e-krlfrkdr = 1
*-.»   A!    pt+1Jj

uniformly* in the interval po=> =>i. Hence we must show that

¿*+l l /»A

lim-I    e-krl"rk[(t>(rei*) - 0(z)]¿r = 0
*-»»   A!    p*+' ./j

uniformly in D. Make the change of variable v = r/p. The integral becomes

¿t+i pd.ii>

7(A) =- j      e-*V[0(nz) - 0(z)]<fo.
A!  Ja/p

Given an arbitrary positive e we shall show that we can determine a number

Ai independent of z in D such that

|/(A) | <e (A > A,).

We first observe that

¿*+l    /.A /p0

| 7(A) | ^- J      e~kvvk \ 4>(vz) - 0(z) | dv.
kl  J tiPl

Since 0(z) is uniformly continuous in z we can determine a number f such

that

10(z') - 0(z") | < e/3 (|z'-z"|<r)

provided only that z' and z" are in D. Set 77 = f/pi. Then if 11 — »| <t7, we have

I Z — »z|  < pi?7 = f.

Hence if z is in D and 11 — v\ <r¡ it follows that

(16.7) I 0(z) - 0(tjz) I <e/3.

We now have

1 J(A) I Ú JiO) + 72(A) + 73(A),
where

fck+l    /. l-ii
Ji(A) =- I      e~kvvk I 0(i>z) - 0(z) I ¿d,

A!   Ji/Pl

and where J2(a) and JaO) are similar integrals with intervals of integration

(1—77, 1+»?) and (I+77, A/po) respectively.

* Take the function 4>{t) of Theorem 6 equal to zero for Ogi S S and for Ag« 00, and equal to

unity for S<KA. Since í<í>o<pi<A, the interval (j><¡, pi) is an interval of continuity of ij>(t).
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By (16.7)

kk+i    t     ~i+, €
I2(k)    =-I        e~kvvkdv <

kl     3 Ji_, 3

If z is in D, and if 5/pi = ü = A/po, then vz surely lies in the closed region

poô/pi ^pl PiA/po,     \r¡/\ á &.

Denote the maximum of | <p(z) | in that region by N. Then

kk+1

(16.8) | Ii(k) | ^-e-^-'Kl - v)"2N,
kl

kk+1
(16.9) | /,(*) | =-e-*d+,)(i + v)k2N.

kl

If we determine kx so large that the right-hand members of (16.8) and (16.9)

are each less than e/3 for k > ki, we have

\l(k)\ <e (k > h).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

17. The zeros of the determining function. The applicabiUty of our in-

version formula in the complex domain enables us to extend the study of the

zeros of the determining function made in Part III to the case when these

zeros are no longer on the real axis. We first take the case in which the gener-

ating function is analytic at infinity and prove

Theorem 33. Let the function f(s) be analytic at infinity and have the repre-

sentation

roo
e-"<b(z)dz.

If4>(z) has n zeros not atz = 0 in the region \z\ <l, then there exists an integer ki

such thatf(k)is) has n zeros not atz=<x> in the region \s\ >ki/l for k^ki.

For, suppose that in addition to the n zeros of <p(z) which are not. at the

origin there are m zeros at the origin. Then </>(z) has n-\-m zeros in the region

\z\ <l. By the Corollary of Theorem 31

(_ \)k     / k\/ k\k+1
lim LkAfis)] = Hm ——M- )(- )     = 4>(z)
A-»» A^»        kl \Z/\z/

uniformly in the region \z\ ^l. Hence by a theorem of E. Rouché* there will

exist an integer ki such that for k=-ki the function £*,»[/($)], which is surely

* See for example Pólya and Szegö, loe. cit., vol. 1, p. 122, No. 194.
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analytic at z=0 if suitably defined there, will have exactly n+m zeros in the

region |z| </. If f(s) and <p(z) have the power series developments (15.2)

and (15.3), then

flo = ax = ■ ■ • = am_i = 0.

Consequently the function ßk)(s)sk+1 will have m zeros at infinity and

Lk,z\f(s)] will have m zeros at z = 0 and hence » zeros in the region \z\ <l

not at z=0. But/(t)0/z) bas the same zeros as Lk,z[f(s)] except at z=0. It

follows tha.tf(k)(s) has « zeros not at z = 0 in the region \s\ >k/l^ki/l. This

completes the proof of the theorem.

If f(s) is no longer analytic at infinity we are not at liberty to suppose

that 0(z) is entire. If 0(z) is analytic in the half-plane *>0 we may still ob-

tain results concerning its zeros. We prove

Theorem 34. Let the function 0(pe'*) be analytic in the half-plane —it ¡2

<\f/<ir/2, and let

/► oo
e-'0(p)dp,

0

the integral converging for some value of s. If ^(pe'*) has « zeros in the region

0 < pi < p < P2, | i> | < h < tt/2,

then for all k sufficiently large f(k)(s) will have n zeros in the region

k/p2 < p < k/pi, \4>\ < fa.

By Theorem 32 we have

(_ d*     / k\/ k\k+1
lim £*..[/(«)] = lim   K—-!-/(«(-)(-)      = 0(«)
*->« k-xc kl \Z/\Z/

uniformly in the region

Pl  ^  P  ^  P2, | 4> I   =  ^2-

By Rouché's Theorem there exists a number Ai such that for A = ¿i the func-

tion Lk,,[f(s)] and hence alsof-k)(k/z) has exactly « zeros in the region

Pl < p < P2, |^| < fa.

We obtain the result of the theorem by replacing z by k/s.

We turn now to the complex analogue of Theorem 24.

Theorem 35. Let the function 0(z) be analytic in the half-plane x >0, and let

f(s)=  f
J a

z<j>(z)dz,
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the integral converging for some value of s. If<j>(z) has a zero at a point z0, #o>0,

then for k sufficiently large fik)(s) will have a zero at a point Sk such that

lim — = — •
A->»   k Zo

Let the zero z0 of <f>(z) be of order X. With z0 as center describe a circle

of radius t\ so small that no other zero of <¡>(z) Ues in it and such that the circle

lies entirely in the half-plane x>0. Then by the Theorem of Rouché we can

determine an integer ki so large that for k >ki the function f(k)(k/z) will have

have exactly X zeros (distinct or coincident) inside this circle. Denote any

one of them by zk. Then/(*'(5) will vanish at the point sk = k/zk. Then

k
-zo
Sk

<V-

Since 7) was arbitrarily small it follows that

k
lim   — = Zo.
A—»•     Sk

In a similar way we could show that if f(s) is analytic at infinity and if

fj>(z) vanishes at a point z0 not the origin, there would exist a zero sk oif-k)(s)

for k sufficiently large such that k/sk approaches z0 as k becomes infinite.

We illustrate the result by several examples. The first example following

Theorem 24 gives us an interesting example of the present theory in case

a = b>0. Then <p(t) has a zero at a but no change of sign there, so that the

real theory fails. We find that/(4)(5) has the complex zeros

Sk.i = [(k + 1) + i(k + iy'2]/a,

Sk,2 = [(k + 1) - i(k + iyi2]/a.

Hence fik)is) will have no real zeros however large k may be. But it will have

two complex zeros for all k and

**.i       1
lim—- = — ij- 1,2).
A-.00    k a

The same analysis holds if a <0 or if a is complex, and provides an example

to illustrate the case in which the zeros of <£(z) may be in the half-plane x <0.

Of course /(j) is analytic at infinity.
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Part V

The moment problem

18. The problem. In this part we shall consider the infinite system of

equations

(18.1) Mn =  f  t"da(t) 0 = 0, 1,2, •••),
J o

where a(0 is of bounded variation in the interval (0,1) and a(l) =0. The rela-

tion of this system of equations to the integral equation (1.1) becomes evi-

dent if the substitution / = e~u is made :

/►  00

e-™d{- a(e~")} (n = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • ).
o

Here the variable », running through a discrete set, replaces the continuous

variable * of (1.1). We should expect then to be able to determine the func-

tion a(t) in terms of the sequence {ju„} by use of an operator similar to (3.1),

(3.2), replacing the derivatives of/(*) in that expression by the differences of

{p.„} and the integral sign by a summation sign. We shall find that the ex-

pected analogy is complete and that we can also obtain in a similar way

an operator analogous to Lt[f(x)] which, when applied to a sequence

P-n =    f    f<¡>(t)dt,
J o

will yield the function 0(0-

19. An extension of the Laplace method. In the following section we

shall need an extension of the classical Laplace method for the asymptotic

evaluation of a definite integral. We state the result that we shall need as a

Lemma. Let the function h(x) be of class C" in the interval a ^ * = ¿> and

satisfy the conditions

h'(b) = 0, h"(b) < 0, h(x) < h(b) (a = * < b);

let the functions <pi(x), <p2(x), ■ ■ ■ be of class C in a^x^b and satisfy the con-

ditions
| 0t(*) | ^ $(x) (a = * = b),

| 0*'O) \ú M       (a á * á b; k - 1, 2, • • • ),

| 4>k(b) | = 1 (A = 1, 2, • • • ),

where ^(x) is integrable in (a, b) and M is a constant independent of A. Then

rt /      -  T     \1/2
I     <t>k(x)ekh^dx ~ <t>k(b)ekhM-)

Ja \2kh"(b)
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This reduces to the classical result if the functions <f>k(x) are all equal to

a single function ¡¡/(x). Since the proof is much the same as in the classical

case we omit it here.*

20. A preliminary limit. We begin with a consideration of the Umit of

a  (**+*)! /     r kt 1 \
Bk(t) =   £   ^——^,'(1 - ¿o)i+1 ( n =- , 0 < to < 1 )

i=n+l tiki \ LI   —   Ü /

as k becomes infinite. Here, as in the remainder of the paper, the notation

[u] means the largest integer contained in u. Taylor's series with exact re-

mainder for the function (l—x)~k~l gives

^(k + i)l.      in+ k+ 1)1 fo      (to-x)
-dx.

«       .ski        ^ (* + *)!.   ,   (*+*+l)I f '
(1 - to)-«-1 =   £      ,,.,    <o' +-

i_o      khl nlkl J0Zo      klil nlkl Jo     (1 - x)"+*+2

Hence
(n + k + 1)! c''     (to- x)n

Hk(t) = (1 - /o)*+1 -^-— dx,
nlkl        Jo    (l-x)»+k+2

or, if we set u = (h—x)/(l —x),

(n + k + 1) ! r'°
(20.1) Huit) =--—-       «»(1 - «)

nlkl        Jo

Let us first consider ¿7*(/o). Set

»o = «V(l — to), a = kvo — n.

Then a depends on k and satisfies the relation

0 á a< 1.

*d«.

Since

we have

/.

1 »!*!
m"(1 — u)kdu =->

(«+ k+ 1)!

/{«"«(I — «)}*«-ad«

ff*(*o)
- 1 =

{«"«(1 — «)}*M-adM

0

By use of the Lemma of the previous section we shall show that this quantity

approaches unity and hence that Hkit0) approaches 1/2 as k becomes infinite.

We first obtain an asymptotic expression for the integral

* See,  for  example, P61ya and Szegö, Aufgaben und Lehrsätze aus der Analysis, vol. I,

p. 80, problem 212.
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/' 'o {«'•(1 - u)}ku~adu.

o

Let 5 be any positive quantity less than to. Then

/•I /» S{«•o(l - u)}ku-"du < {o"»(l - Ó)}*"1   I     «««"»(I - «)¿M
o «o

20.3 . ,

where /S is a positive constant less than unity and independent of A. We now

apply the Lemma to the integral

/• <•
{«"»(1 — u))ku-"du.

s

For the application we have

h(x) = vo log * + log (1 — *),

h'(x) > 0 (* < to),

h'(to) = 0,   *"(/„) = - —- < 0,
to(i —. kr

0*(«) = *-»,   | 0*' O) | < i/o2 = M,

0*O*o) = io-" > 1 •

Hence we conclude that

f '{«••(! - M)}^-"¿«~¿o''+a/2)(l - ío)*+10/(2A))1/2      (A-> 00).

By virtue of (20.3) we see that the integral (20.2) has this same asymptotic

expression. Similar reasoning shows that

«0

so that

f   {u»il-u)}ku-adu~ton+il'2)l].-to)k+1(Tr/(2k)Yi2 (*-*«)

lim774(<o) = h-

Next consider the case t>t0. Set

v = t/(\ - 0-

Since the function uv(l—u) is increasing in the interval 0^u^t0 (with its

maximum at u = t>t0), it follows that
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f   »»(1 - u)Hu <  {W(l - to)}k-\

°        T(vk + k + 2)      .
Hk(t) <-■-—{hv(l - h)}"-1.

T(k + l)T(kv + l)1 '

By use of Stirling's formula we can show that the right-hand side of this in-

equality approaches zero with l/k. Thus

/vk+k + l\vk+k+1/e\k/e\vk. .      /z>-f-l\1/2

S»*»-£Hr-)    (t)Ü(v(1-«'"(^) ■
The function of k on the right may be regarded as the ¿th term of an infinite

series whose test ratio is

C-f>+ l)/o(l - t0).

We can show that this is less than unity. Introducing t and setting t—to = r¡

we must show that

(20.4) (,__!)""-"(,+ _^_)<1.

Employing a familiar inequality we have

('+r^)'"<1+"

(1-t)\1+t^)"<1-'¡'<1'

from which (20.4) follows at once. Hence the series in question converges

and
lim Hk(t) = 0 (t>t0).
A—*oo

Finally, if 0 <t <t0, we write

(»+ k -\

nlkl

(n+ * + 1)1 r1
I - H tit) =-       «»(1 - u)"du,

nlkl J u

Tivk + k + 2)     . .    1
1 - H tit) <-{h'il - to)}"— ■

Tik + l)Tivk + 1)l °n   l0

We treat the right-hand side of this inequality as before. We are again led to
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prove (20.4), but now 77 is a negative quantity greater than — 1. The inequali-

ties employed are not affected by this change so that

lim [1 - 77*(0] = 0.
k—»00

Consequently we have proved

Theorem 36. If

a  (* + a)! /    r kt ~i\

(«+ A + 1)! ("«
- I    m"(1 — u)kdu,
J anlkl

then
/ 1 (0 < t < to),

lim 77*(0 = < i (t = to),

^0 (t0<t<l).

We have really solved here the system of moment equations

ton+l

-    {    tn<t>(t)dt
J 0

and found that
»+1      */o

0+ A + 1)!
0(0 = lim--——(- l)*AVn,

*-.oo »!A! -L-fJ
21. Inversion of the general sequence of moments. We now introduce the

following operators.

Definition. An operator 5<{p„} is defined by the equations

Sk.tM = - P„ - E   —^7-(- Di+1A*+Vi, « =   -—-  ,
<_„+!      t!A! LI - U

St{vtn} =   limS*,({p.n}.
k—»00

Definition. An operator Lt {pn} ¿5 defined by the equations

.   .     (« + A +1)! r  a/ i
J*.«!/'»} =-¿r-M- D^AVn, « =   -—; ,

«!A! LI — fJ

Z({p.n}  =   Hm Lk¡t{pn}.
k—»00

We shall now show that S( {pn} inverts the sequence (18.1).
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Theorem 37. // the function ait) is of bounded variation in the interval

(0,1) with a(l)=0, and if

pn =  (   t"da(t)
J o

(n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ),

then
a(t+) + a(t-)

St{pn} =- (0 < / < 1).

An integration by parts gives us

p„ = -n   I    tn~xait)dt
Jo0

Then
Mn+l

=    f   tna(t)dt
J a

(»=1, 2, •••)•

(« = 0, 1,2, •••)•
n+l      ./ o

We first show that Lt{vn] is well defined. We have

. (n+ ¿ + 1)! f1   , r   ^   1
£*..W =-       f»(l - 0*«(/)<tt,     n=-   .

nlkl J0 Ll — U

Let io be an arbitrary point in the interval 0 <-i < 1. Set

- 1 (0 < t < to),

g(t) -     - I (/ = <o),

0 (to < t < 1).
Form the function

m = git){ocito +) - «(/„ -)} + a(/0 +),

so that the function

0(«) = a(«) — ̂ (m)

has the property that

*(*o+) = <t>(to~) = 0.

Now set up the integral

in+ k + 1)1 r1
I =

nlkl
^  y'H - y)k<biy)dy (n = [r^-])-

We divide the interval of integration into three parts (0, l—rf), (1 — 77, l+rj),

(l+V, 1), denoting the corresponding integrals by Ii, I2, I3 respectively.

Given an arbitrary positive e we determine rj so small that

I 4>(y) I = I «(y) - Hy) I < «/3 (o < | y - t0\ = v).
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Then we have

(« + A + 1) ! C1 « «
\h\e-- yn{i-y)k        dy =

nlkl        Jo 3 3

(»+ A + 1)!
/,U--(to - ,,)<*-i>'o/U-'.)(l - /„ + r¡)K-W,

nlkl

,      O+'A+l)!
| 7, | ^ —--('o + 7,)<*-l"»'(1-'«)(l - to - r,)k-*M,

nlkl

where If is a suitably chosen constant. We have already seen in §20 that the

right-hand members of the last two inequalities approach zero with 1/a, so

that it is clearly possible to determine A0 so large that

¡7|<e

for k>ka. But

J = Lk,t\vn)

(21.1) . ,(«+ k + 1)! /•*«
+   a(/0 +) - a(t0 -)}--——        r(l - y)kdy ~ «(¿o +),

«!A! Jo

so that by allowing A to become infinite we obtain

,    ,       a(io +) — a(io — )
0 = L,M +-—- - o(/o +),

a(h +) + <*(to -)
LtM=--

To evaluate the limit of the second term on the right-hand side of (21.1) we

have employed Theorem 36.

It remains to show that

Lk,t{vn)    =  S*,i{/i„} .

To do this we prove first that

(i + k + 1)! (i+ k + l)l r1
-A*+V¿+i  = hm   - I

i—      (A + 1)!J! <—      (A + l)!¿!   Jo

and that p.«, exists. Introduce the function

<o(0 = a(0 - a(l -) (0£<al).

(i + k + l)! (i + k + 1)1 r1
lim   ---A*+»pí+i  = lim   ---       /i+1(l - t)"+1da(t) = 0
i-..        (A + l)!¿! ¿—        (k + Dlil    Ja

Then

Ii.k =   f   ¿<+1(l - t)kda(t) =  f   i«"x(l - t)kdco(t)   (A = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • ).
J o J o
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In particular

Pi+i =   f   t*lda(t) =  f  induit)
Jo Jo

= - a(l -)- (i+l) f   MOàt (i = 0, 1, 2, • • •)•
Jo

Given an arbitrary positive e, we determine a number S such that

|ü>(/)| <í/2 (!-!£<< !)•
Then

i l-j

(i + 1) f   t<u(t)dt   g   (i + 1) f     flw(0«ß   + (¿ + 1) f    f* — dt
Jo Jo J i—í     2

^ (1 - S)i+1 + e/2,

where N is an upper bound for |co(i)| in (0,1). We can now determine i so

large that (1 - 8)i+1 N is less than e/2, so that

ßa= ■* «(1 — ).
Next consider

Ii.k =   f   'i+l(l - t)kdœ(t) = f  t<+ldß(t) = - (i+l) f  W(t)dt,
Jo * 0 ^ 0

where

ß(t) f   (1 - s)*da>(*) (0 á < < 1),

0(1) = 0.

Since ß(t) is continuous at t = I, it follows that

0(0-•((1-0») (<->D.
Hence it is easily seen that

/,,=.{«+»/> -.)•*} -»{¿i^} (*--).

Consequently we have proved that

(i+ k + 1)!
(21.2) lim \ (-l)H'AHVi+1,0    (¿ = 0,1,2,- ••)•

«*->«>    (ä + l)!t!

With this fact at our disposal we shall be able to show that the series

-(*+* + 1)!
(21.3) Moo + Z \„._L1,,   (- D*+1A*+V.-+i

<=.„    £!(* + 1)!
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converges and has the sum

*   (»+*)!
(21.4) X^(-l)<AWi.

<_o      »!»!

We proceed by induction. For A =0 the relation reduces to

00

Poo  —     EAPí+1   =   Pn+1-
»—n

The series converges since p,¡ is known to approach a limit as i becomes in-

finite, and partial summation shows the equation to be true. Now assume

that (21.3) is equal to (21.4) and prove that the same equation holds when k

is replaced by A + l. Then

£í (»+01 A (* + A + 1)!
E ^T7r-(- D'AWw = p. + E    ,,,,■_■_,„   (- Di+1A*+1Pi+i(21.5) M     nUl -     "!(í+1)!

(«+ À+ 1)!

(A + 1)!«!
We observe that

(t+A + 2)! (î+A-r-1)!     (i+Ä+1)!

(Ä+l)!(i+l)!        (A + l)!t! Ä!(i+l)l

and apply partial summation to the right-hand side of (21.5). By virtue of

(21.2) we thus obtain

i±i («+»)! A      (i+ k + 2)l
E —77r^- »w»>+* -** + (- D*+2E ,t.1w._t.1x,A»fw
<-o      «U! <-« (A + 1)!(* + 1)!

The induction is complete.

But (21.3) is -Sk,t{ßn}. Also (21.4) is -Lk,,{vn}. For,

-fe} - £ (!>^"fc+7+ï}
A /a\        (»-

¿_o \ í / O

O + OKa- *)!

+ A + 1)!

0+ A+ 1)!

w!A!
-(- 1)*A*„B

A 0 + i)i ,   ,
=   E       .,   ,    (- l)'AWi = - Lk,t\vn\ .

¿_o      »!»!

Hence
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(     >         .             (     ,          .             (     ,         a(t+)+a(t~)
St\ßn\ — hmS*,i{p„j = lim i*,({i>„J   =->

A—» « A—» oo 2

and the proof of the theorem is complete.

In the course of the proof we have demonstrated

Theorem 38. // the function <p(t) is of bounded variation in the interval

(0,1) with<j>(l)=0 and if

ßn=      f     t"<t>(t)dt (»  =  0,1,2,   •••),
J 0

then
,    i      *(< +) + <t>(t -)

Lt{pn} =- (0 < Í < 1).

We next establish the stronger result contained in

Theorem 39. If the function <p(t) is integrable in (0,1) and if

Pn =   f  t»4>(t)dt (n = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • ),
J o

then
Lt\ßn\ = <t>(t)

almost everywhere in (0,1).

As we observed in §4

J   | 4>(u) - 4>(t) | du = o( | x - 11 )

for almost all values of t in (0,1). Let t0 be such a value of t, and form the

integrals

(n + k + 1)1 /•«.
/* =

nlkl        ./o

/* =

f V(l - y) *{*(?) -*(*o)}dy,
•f 0

(n+ k+ l)l r1 , . r   id  1
-—-       yn(l - y)"{<t>(y) - 4>(to)\dy,     n = \-- .

»1«!        J t„ LI — toJ

It will be sufficient to show that /* and Jk approach zero with l/k; for,

.    .       (n+ k + 1)! rl
Lk.h{ßn\ =-—-■     y»(i - y)k<i>(y)dy,

nlkl J0

Lh{pn) = cb(lo)+  Hm {lk+Jk}.

Since the proof is similar for the two integrals we give only that for /*. Set
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f I <t>(y) - <t>ih) 1 J
y(t) = -dy.

J i. y

It is easy to see by integration by parts that y(t) is also o(t0 — t) as t ap-

proaches t0. Hence to an arbitrary positive e there corresponds a number 5

such that

(21.6) | y(y) | < (¿o - y)t/2        (0 < to - 8 < y < t0).

Introduce the integrals

(n + k + 1) ! C '"
II =-—— y(i - y)"{<t>(y) - <t>(ti)\dy,

nlkl        J ,0_í

(n+ k + 1)1  /•'•-« . .
/a" =-—-—       r(i - y)M*(y) - *('<>) ¿y,

w!¿! »'o

so that

If we write

h = I i +/»"

we have

kto '    kto

a ™ i - u Li - <J'

(« + * +1)! r'° « «
/»'   =- y«./d-..)(l _ y)*y--  *(y) - *(<o)   ¿y»

«!*! Ji—st0—ä

»Ufe!

in+k + 1)1
y*t,/(l-i,)(l   _   y)*y-l |  ¿(y)   _   ̂ ,(<0) I  ¿y

Í0-«

= - t(/o - S)ih - 5)*'o'<1-,»>(1 - <o + «)*

/' <o 7(y)á{y*'./a-«.)(l - y)*},
i«—iH-i

Noting that the function

y*!„/(l-(0)(l     _    y)A

is increasing in the interval (i0 — 5, t0) and applying (21.6) we obtain

nlkl ,       e
-\l{ \< —Sito - «)»./(»-«.'(l - /o + 5)*
(«+ *+ 1)! 2

¿  ^ lo-i

Go- y)¿{yt,o/<1-,«'(l - y)k)

«o-i

c   /» *• e    /* 1
= -   I y*i0/(l-to)(l   —  y)A¿y < -   I       y»(l  —  y)*Jy,

2   J i0_J 2   J 0

/*'       <€/2.
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We turn next to 11'. It may evidently be written as

(»+ A + 1)! /•'«-» , .
II' = -- y«./(i-*.)(i - y)ky-°{<b(y) - <t>(to)}dy.

nlkl        Joo

Let A o be an integer so large that

koto
> 1.

1 - to
Then

yk0t„/(l-t,)y-a(l    _    y)*0    <     1 (0    |     J!    |     1),

and

«¡a! r'°-s
/' <o-« y(*-*.>«./<»-«.>(1 _ y)*-*.| 0(y) - 0(/o) | dy.

00+ A+ 1)!

The function

j,(t-*0)'o/(l-'o)(l  —  y)*-*o

is increasing in the interval (0, t0), so that

O + A + 1)!
7,"   g--(ío - «^»-».»./"-«.'(l - io + 8)*-»«M,

»!A!

where

M =  f '   I 0(y) - 00,) I dy.
J 0

But the right-hand side of this inequality tends to zero with 1/À, as we proved

in §20, so that we can determine Ai so large that

I W I < e/2 (A > kx),
and

|/»| <«.

The theorem is thus established.

As illustrations of Theorems 39 and 41 it is interesting to show by direct

evaluation of the limits concerned that

\n~V2}

Lt{- —J- =t (0<t < 1),

- 1

2

22. Uniqueness theorems. We are now in a position to establish

(0<<< 1).
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Theorem 40. If the sequence {pn} satisfies the inequalities

Mnlkl
(22.1) | A Vn | <—--—-—-       0 = 0, 1, 2, •■• ;A = 0, 1, 2, •••)

(«+ k + 1)!

then

pm = lim   I    tmLk,t{pn\dt (m = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).
£—»oo   J o

By definition of the operator Lk,t On} we have

f1 r    , f1    O+A + l)!
/»(»)   = /-»Zt.^pnjá/  =   (-   1)* *•»-—-Akpndt,

Jo Jo nlkl

where

-m
Set

rl O+A + l)!
H kit») = (- 1)' t---A"pndt,

(22 2) •/<*■»> tó!

/.»/(*+«)    („ -|_ k + 1)!
/*(») = (- 1)* *»--——aw«,

J0 »!â!

so that

Ik(m) = 77*0«) + Jk(m).

Our theorem will then be established if we can show that

lim 77*00 = pm,     lim Jk(m) = 0     (w = 0, 1, 2, • • • )•
k—♦« Ä—»00

In the integral (22.2) make the change of variable

u = A//(l - 0,

so that

(tt—)
„ \A + U/

k        i[u] + k + i)l j

(k + u)2 [u]lkl

Next we observe that

A (* + k — m— 1)1
(22.4) pm =  E 7T-^-r, * 1)iA^-

P_m (A - 1)!0 - m)\

This result is easily proved by induction, making use of (22.1).
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Now write the summation (22.4) as an integral as follows:

ft» - (- 1)(22.5)

Then

27*0») — ßm= i

S.
([u] + k - m - 1)1

(k - !)!([«] - m)!
Akp[u)du.

k ([u] + k + l)l

\\k + uj    (k + u)2 [u]lkl

- m - 1)!)
—->du.
u\ — m)l)

([m] + k - m - 1)1

(k - !)!([«] -m)

By virtue of (22.1)

(*+«)2

i -
[«] m -1
M M

[«] — W + 1 £ + M ¿ + W ife + «

But

« + k
= 1 +

[«] + k + 1  [m] + k [u] + k - m

«-[«]- /

d«.

[«] + *+/ '[«] + * +

uniformly for m ¿ u < <x>. Also

-'«(t)
(*-*«>)

M
1

[«]  - M - /
¡S —    0" = 0, 1, 2, • • • , m - 1),

where N is a constant independent of u and of/. Hence for m à 1 we have

k
Hk(m) - pm = 0 <   f---¿«1

IJ.   (k + uY  k   S

so that

(22.6) lim Hk(m) = /i„
A—»00

For m = 0we have from (22.3)

Hk(0) = (-l)kJ2
p-O

(j> + k + 1)!
AVj.

/.

p+i

(*-»»)

(*-<»),

(m = 1, 2, 3, • ■ • ).

k
-du

(k + u)2

"    (j>+ ¿ -  1)!
(- 1)* £ ^--A 1^,.

~o     (A-l)lil
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But reference to (22.4) shows that this is p0, and (22.6) holds also for m=0.

It remains to show that

(22.7) lim/*O0 = 0 im = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).
É-.00

By virtue of (22.1) we have

I Mm) | á   f
mUk+m) Mm

tmMdt =
o k + m

so that (22.7) is evident. The theorem is thus established.

We turn next to a corresponding result for Stieltjes integrals.

Theorem 41. If

(22.8)

then

S      *m    A   Vpp-m plkl
< M    (m = 0, 1, 2, • • • ; A = 0, 1, 2, • • • ),

pm - pM = lim   f   rdSV-On}        (m = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ),
jfe—»00     J  0

provided Sk,i {p„} ¿5 defined as —uK.

To prove this result we rewrite the sum (22.8) as follows:

»ip+k-l)\ '(ip + k)\     (p+k-l)l\
( - i)*E-a Vp = (- i)*E í-^A*pp.

£L    #I(*-1)I pttl     A!#! A!0-l)!j

Now

.j,  ip+k-i)] «    O+A)!
(- l)1 E —;-—a*pp = (- l)* E-AVp

p-„    pl(k- 1)!      PP £!.     kipl

»   0+A- 1)!-(- D'E ^-7-~A*Pp
ptn   A!0- 1)!

for any integer q > m. Changing the summation variable in the last of these

sums we have

«   (p + k - 1)!

p=m    />!(A — 1)!

«    O+A)! ,     ,,.  Si 0+ A)!
=  (-  1)* E       —     AVp - (- D* E ———-A*pp+i

p=m kip I p-m+l       k\p\
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xA    (p + k) I= (- i)*+»   J2 ——-a
p-m+l klpl

"+1ßP

(m+k)l (j+* + l)l

+ <-,)'-¿^4>"-<-1),^nyri'"+-
Now let q become infinite. Since the summations on both sides of the equation

approach limits by hypothesis, it follows that

hm -——-—A *ft,+i
«-»•>      klql

exists (k=0, I, 2, ■ ■ ■). We can show, in fact, that all these limits are zero

except perhaps that corresponding to k=0. For, suppose

lim qApq = B > 0.

Then for q = q0 we have

qApq > 5/2,

and
«0+n ß     «o+n    1

Mi0+n+l - fti,  =    ¿2 AMs> —"     Z2   — •
«=?, /   «=î»  q

As « becomes infinite the right-hand side of this inequality becomes posi-

tively infinite, so that pq can approach no limit as q becomes infinite, con-

trary to the fact established above. If B<0 we deduce a contradiction by

applying the foregoing proof to the sequence { — p.q}. Proceeding by induction

suppose it has been established that

(q+ k)l
lim ——-—A V«+i = 0;
«-»»       k lq I

let us show the same to be true when k is replaced by k +1. We have

i(q + k)l )       (q+k+l)l (q + k)l

By assumption the right-hand side approaches a limit. It follows that

J(g+ kjl I

approaches the same limit. Since

(22.10) .———AVu-i
klql
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also approaches a limit we may apply the argument used for the case k = 0

to the sequence (22.10). It follows that the limit of this sequence must be

zero and hence by (22.9) that

(ir+ A+l)!
lim --A*+Va+i = 0.
«-.-   (A+ 1)!?!

We showed in §21 that

(»+ A+ 1)!

«!A!

-(- 1)*A*/   Mn+l   \

l»+lf
(22.11)

provided that

»   (i + k + l)l
= m„ + (- n*+1 E. A*+Vi+i

A!(i+ 1)!

(i+ A + l !
lim-A*+Vi+i = 0.
<-.-   (A+ 1)1*1

But we have just established this latter result. Then by (22.2) and (22.8)

we have

(»+ A + 1)!    t pB+i
—Ak'

nlkl u + ij <   Ooo     +M.

By Theorem 40 it follows that

Mm+l f1 (   Pn+1   )
-— =   lim tmLkA-->
m + 1       *-»oo J o \n + U

By (22.11) we see that

dt.

Hence

Lk,A—~- >   =   — Sk,t{pn}.
l» + 1;

- = -   lim   I    tmSk,t\p.n\dt
V +  1 *-»»   J o

2m+i

—  lim--S*,({p„}
*->oo 7»  +   1

+

1 f l
lim-       tm+1dSk,t{nn},
Í-.00 m+1 •/o

pm+i = lim   J    ím+1áS*,,{p„} + p„
¿-»06     J   Q

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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23. Hausdorff's theorem. Just as our inversion operator enabled us to

give a proof of Bernstein's theorem so will the present inversion operator en-

able us to give a proof of a familiar theorem of Hausdorff.

Theorem 42. A necessary and sufficient condition that the equations

ft» -  f   t"da(t) (n = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • )
J o

should have a bounded non-decreasing solution a(t) is that the sequence {pn}

should be completely monotonie:

(- l)kAkpn ^ 0     (k = 0, 1, 2, • • • ; n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

The necessity of the condition follows at once from the equation

=  fV(l-
J o

(- l)*A*ft, =   I    tn(l - t)kda(t).
Jo

To prove the sufficiency apply the operator St to the sequence {un\. We

must first show that Sk,t{pn} exists. To do this we show that for a com-

pletely monotonie sequence pn we have

(n + k)l
(23.1) lim-AVn+i = Ck (k = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

n-.«¡      nlkl

We use induction. The result is immediate for k = 0, for the sequence {ft,}

is non-negative non-increasing. Next form the sequence

vn - ft;+i — (n + l)A/iB+i (n = 0,1,2, ■■ ■).

This is also a non-negative sequence. Moreover,

Avn = Apn+i - (n + 2)AV„+i - Apn+i

= - (n + 2)A2pn+i.

This is not greater than zero, so that the sequence {v„} is also non-increasing,

and must therefore approach a limit. Since pn+i has a limit, the same must be

true of («-r-l)Ajun+i. We proceed by induction. Suppose that (23.1) has been

established for k<m. Form the sequence

(n + l)(n + 2)
vn = ßn+i - (n + l)Apn+i -\-A2pn+i - ■ ■ ■

2!
(23.2)

(n + m) I
+ (- 1)-"-——Ampn+i.

mini
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Simple computation gives

(» + *» + 1)1
Av" * i" *>        „    717,  Am+Vn+i ̂  0.

w!(» + 1)!

It follows that vn is a non-negative, non-increasing sequence and hence must

approach a limit. Thus every term in (23.2) except the last is known to have

a limit. It follows that (23.1) holds for k = m, and the induction is complete.

In the proof of Theorem 41 we showed that the existence of the limits ck

implied that they were all zero except perhaps Co- This, in turn, implies the

convergence of the series

"   (* + A + 1)!
(23.3) (- 1)»+» £    .„. ' A»W

¿_m      *!(* +  1)!

Moreover

*   (i + k + 1)1
E-^T-^(- l)*+1A*+Vi+i

(23.4) <"" *W
-       (t+A + 2)!

=   -£ —-—(-  l)*+2A*+V<+i.

The derivation of this formula involved (23.1) as well as the convergence of

the series. But the series on the left surely converges for A = 0 since the limit

of p„ exists. Hence by induction we see that (23.3) converges for all A.

Having verified that the operator 5t,({pn} exists we prove next that it

defines a non-decreasing function. We have

.  , •(* + * + di r kt i

As t increases » is non-decreasing, so that

-   (»+* +1)1

E ~-~(- D*+1A*+1p.+i
tZ    A!(i+1)!

is surely non-increasing. That is, 5»,) {p„} is non-decreasing. The same must

be true of St {p„}. Clearly

<    , i    , -(* + * + 1)1
- Sk.tM ^ - S*.o{pn} = pm + (- D*+1 E \„. ,  ~ ¿"-'/»m

<=o    A!(i+ 1)!

»   (i _i_ ¿ _|_ i)i

á M. + (- D*+1 E ^7777--—A*+1Pi+i + (- D*+1A*+Vo
<_o    A!(t + 1)!

A (* + *) !
= /*. + E 1T7TL<- D*+1A*+1p. = Po.

»-o      Ah!
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This latter result is certainly exact for k=0 and is easily seen to be true in

general by induction using (23.4). Hence the inequaUties (22.8) are satisfied

by the given completely monotonie sequence {ft,}. Hence by Theorem 41

-ft. =  f   tmdSk.t{ßn}.
J 0

Now we employ Helly's theorem precisely as we did in the proof of Theorem

17 to select from the bounded sequence of non-decreasing functions Sk,t{ßn}

a sub-set which approaches a non-decreasing function ß(t). As in that proof

we see that

•/ 0

ft- - ft. =     tmdß(t)
J 0

Here ß(l) = —ft». We define a(t) as follows:

«(0=0(0 (OsSf<l),

a(l) = 0.

The function a(t) remains non-decreasing since — fto^O and

v a

tmda(t) (m = 0,1,2, ■■ ■).

This completes the proof of the theorem, f

The present methods are powerful in the discussion of what sequences

are moment sequences. We use them to prove one further result of Hausdorff.

t Compare F. Hausdorff, Momentprobleme für ein endliches Intervall, Mathematische Zeit-

schrift, vol. 16 (1923), pp. 220-248. It is of interest to compare Hausdorff's method of approximation

to the function a(t) with our own. His £th approximating function x*W is a step-function which

vanishes at <=0 and has a jump of amount

(-1)* v)A*"v
at the point n/k (n=0,1,2, • • ■ ,k). Our Mi approximating function, 5i,i{/ti"}> is also a step-function

vanishing at the origin and with jump of amount

u y(_1) v n r""
at the points n/(n+k) (« = 0, 1, 2, • • • ). Thus the function x*(0 has (¿+1) jumps which depend on

differences of order less than or equal to k. On the other hand the function 5t,i{/»"} has infinitely

many jumps which cluster about the point /== 1, the amount of the jumps depending on the (yfe-f-l)th

differences only. We note further that the function Lk, t {ju"} is also a step-function with jumps at the

same points n/in+k), the amounts of the jumps depending on differences of order k only.
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Theorem 43. A necessary and sufficient condition that

(23.5) ft, =   I    t"da(t) (n = 0,1,2, ■■ ■)
J o

where a(t) is of bounded variation in (0,1) is that for a suitable constant M

A  (P + k)l. .
(23.6) ¿2        ,L,     |A*+VP| <M      (m = 0, 1, 2, ••• ; k = 0, 1, 2, • • • )•

P_m      />!«!

We first prove the necessity of the condition. Assume that ft, is defined

by (23.5) with a(t) of bounded variation in (0,1). Denote by V(t) the total

variation of a(x) in the interval 0 ^ x ^ t. Then by Theorem 42 the sequence

vn =   f   t«dV(t) (n = 0, 1, 2, • • • )
•/ o

is completely monotonie. Hence

| A*« ft | ^ (- l^A*«^,

*    ip+k)l. .        "    (i+ *)!
2      A|M     1 At+1ftp|  ^ Z      „,,      (- D*+1A*+% = vo - x„ = M.
v-n      plkl p_0      />!«!

This completes the proof of the necessity.

We turn to the sufficiency of the condition. By condition (23.6) we see at

once that Theorem 41 is applicable to the sequence {ft,} so that

(23.7) pm - ft, = lim   I    tmdSk.t{ßn).
A—»oo  J o

Simple computation shows that the function Sk,t{ßn\ is a function of

bounded variation and that its total variation in the interval (0,1) is not

greater than M.

We now employ the theorem of Helly used in the proof of Theorem 19

to select a convergent sequence of functions from the sequence Sk.t {fti} • The

limit function a(t) will itself be a function of bounded variation and by (23.7)

we have

ft» - ft. =  I    tmda(t).
J o

If a(t) is redefined at t = 1 to be zero there, we have

ft. =  f   tmda(t) (m = 0. 1, 2. • • •
J o
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and the proof of the theorem is complete.

24. The changes of sign in a moment sequence. The operators 5 and L are

useful in discussing the changes of sign in a sequence

P„ =  I    t*da(f) (» = 0, 1, 2, • • • )
J o

in terms of the changes of trend in the function a(0 or in terms of the changes

of sign in the derivative a'(0, if it exists. We begin by proving

Theorem 44. If the function ait) has m changes of trend in the interval (0,1)

then the sequence

Pn   =    f       t",
J 0

(24.1) P„ =  |    fdait) (» = 0, 1, 2, ■••)

can have at most m changes of sign.

For, set

/► 1 y» oo
txdait) =   I    e~xtdß(t),

o Jo

ß(t) = -aie-').

Since p(*) is continuous (analytic in fact), and since p(«) =p„, the function

pO) would have more than m zeros if the sequence (24.1) had more than m

changes of sign. But this is impossible by Theorem 22. We next establish

Theorem 45. If the function ait) is a normalized function of bounded varia-

tion with a(l) =a(l —) =0 and with m changes of trend in (0,1), then the se-

quence

(24.2) (- l)*A*pn =   f   |»(1 - t)kda(t)        0 = 0, 1, 2, • • • )
J 0

has exactly m changes of sign for all k sufficiently large.

We prove exactly as in the proof of Theorem 23 that corresponding to

two adjoining intervals (í¿_i, í¿), (/,-, ti+i) of the intervals referred to in the

definition of number of changes of trend (in the first of which a(0 is increas-

ing, in the second of which, decreasing) there are three points £, 77, f such that

«(€) < air,) > a(f) 0_i g ? < 1 < f ^ ¿.+1) •

We then determine A0 so large that for k > k0 we have

[r^]<[r^]<[^]
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and such that

Sk,t{ßn}   <Sk,v{ßn}   > Sk,{{pn\

for k >ko. This is possible by Theorem 37. Hence

nip} (¿-M + 1)!"^ (i + k + 1)! r   k$  1 r   h 1

(-Dt+1L  V AH-Wl<0,     nt = \~-\, k>ko.
i_„,      ¿!(t+l)! Ll  — fJ

There is at least one term in each series, so that there must be at least one

change of sign in the sequence {A*+V*} (n = 0,1,2, ■ ■ ■ ) between the terms

»j and »j. We are thus able to show as in the proof of Theorem 23 that the

sequence (24.1) has at least m changes of sign for k sufficiently large. That it

can not have more follows from Theorem 44.

Corollary 1. If the function a(t) has a maximum (minimum) at a point

t = to, then for k sufficiently large the sequence

(- l)*A*ft. =  f   tn(l - t)kda(t)        (n = 0,1,2, ■ ■■)
Jo

will have a change of sign at a term n=nk such that

nk
lun- = to.
a-.» nk + k

For, if e is an arbitrary positive number we must show that a number ke

exists such that the sequence AV» has a change of sign at n = »*, where

nk
—   to\   < «.

nk+ k

As in the proof of the theorem we see that for k sufficiently large the sequence

changes sign between the terms with indices n( and n¡ where now

f-io- W2),v = to+(t/2).

Suppose that a change of sign occurs at the term n = nk. Then

*$/(! - Ö - K »f < nk < nt = Af/(1 - f).
Hence

nk+ k
< f < h + t,

«t + 1 k nk
? < —.  ,  .  . ' € - z—rrr,—.<

», + h + 1 (»» + *)(»» + k + l)      nk+k
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Since the left-hand side of this last inequality approaches £ as A becomes

infinite we can find a number k0 so large that

e «*

h - « = £-<- (A > Ao).
2       »t + k

This proves the corollary.

Corollary 2. If the function 0(0 is integrable in (0,1) awd Ä<Z5 a change of

sign at to between 0 and 1, ¿Aew the sequence

i- 1)»AV- f  ¿n(l -0 '0(0 ¿<

Aa5 a change of sign at a term with index nk such that

nk
lim- = to-
¿-..o nk + A

One proves this by Corollary 1, setting

a(0 =   I     (j>iu)du

and observing that a(0 has a maximum or minimum at t0. This result is a

generalization of a theorem of Fekete cited in the introduction. Fekete con-

sidered only functions 0(0 which are continuous.

25. Complex variable. Hitherto we have considered only real moment se-

quences. It is natural to inquire whether our inversion operator is still valid

for complex sequences. Let

=  f   t'4
J 0

(25.1) P„=        í»0(Odí
J 0

where now 0(0 is a complex function. We shall continue to take the path of

integration as the real axis. By breaking 0(0 into real and imaginary parts

we could easily show that

Lt\pn)   =0(0

for all real t between 0 and 1. However, we wish also to obtain an inversion

formula which will be valid for complex t. The operator L becomes meaning-

less for complex t since its definition involves the greatest integer contained

in A//(l —0- We may define an operator L* which is applicable to any se-

quence defined by (25.1) as follows.
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Definition. .4» operator L* {p„} is defined by the equations

* r(co + A + 2) kt
Lk,l\pn\    =  -(—   1)*AV«)        W   =  -I

1   '     r(co + i)r(A + iy \-t

Lt{ßn\ =   lim7,¡fc,({pn}.
k—»oo

In this definition the factor A*pu is taken to mean

A*pw = (- 1)* |    «"(1 - u)k<t>(u)du
Jo

when t is not an integer. We shall be able to show that this operator inverts

the sequence (25.1) not only for all real t between 0 and 1 but for all t in a

circle of unit diameter with center at t = |. In fact we prove

Theorem 46. If the function <p(u) is analytic in the circle

|«-è] <§

and if

p„ =   I    un4>(u)du,
Jo

then for any t in that circle

Lt*{p.n\ =0(0-

If to is in the circle C described in the theorem, then

R(to/(l - k)) > 0,

where the symbol R denotes "the real part of." Hence the integral

/«*"•( 1 - u)k<p(u)du, coo = ¿V(l - h)
o

converges for all positive A, and we have

(25.2)     ¿!,io{p„} =  j    w*"o(l - u)kq}(u)du/ f   m*»o(1 - u)kdu.

By the function «*"» we mean exp (aco0 log u), the real determination of the

logarithm being taken. To evaluate the limit of £**,<„ {p„} as k becomes in-

finite we employ the method of 0. Perron.f To make use of this method we

t O. Perron, über die näherungsweise Berechnung von Funktionen grosser Zahlen, Sitzungsberichte

der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu München, mathematisch-physikalischen Klasse, vol. 7 (1917),

pp. 191-219.
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must alter the path of integration in both integrals (25.2) so as to make it pass

through the point t0.

Set
g(u) = uw«(l — u) — exp {co0 log u + log (1 — m)},

where u is in the circle C and where that determination of the logarithm is

taken which is real when u is real. It is easily verified that g'(t0) =0. If we set

the power series development of log h(v) begins as follows:

v2
log h(v) =-(-■••.

ë 2/„(l-ío)2

Now define r and ß by the equation

re9 = _ i/{2/o(l - to)2}

and apply Perron's result. We obtain

f   m*".(1 - u)k4>iu)du~ ikr^lHe^^iiryí^ito),
J o

f   m*«.(1 - u)kdu ^ ikr)-lIHe^l2iiryi2 (*-»«>).
Jo

It follows that

lim!,* h{Pn\ = <t>(to)-
A-»»

One of the hypotheses assumed by Perron, when stated for the case in hand,

was that it should be possible to pass a curve from u = 0 to u = 1 in the circle

C such that for all points of the curve except u = t0

I g(u) | < | gih) | •

To establish the existence of such a curve consider the level lines

I g(u) \ = | g(to) | .

We can show that they consist of two curves intersecting only at t0 which

divide the circle into four parts. In two of these parts

I g(u) | < | gih) |

and in two
I g(u) | > | g(to) | ■

Without setting down the details of the proof we point out that it will
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be quite sufficient to show that, on the boundary of C, | g(u) | has only two

relative maxima and only two minima O=0 and m = 1).

If u = pe'e, simple computation shows that on the boundary of C, where

p = cos 6,
| g(«) I = (cos d)'e-be(l - cos 0) = t(0) .

Here a and b are the real and imaginary parts of «0 respectively. It will be

sufficient to show that the logarithmic derivative of y (9) vanishes just twice

for -7r/2<0<7r/2. But

y'(o)
- = — a tan 0 — b + cot (0/2).
7(0)

Since a >0 the curve

y = a tan * + b

consists of two branches, one descending from + oo to — oo as * varies from

— 7t/2 to 0, the other descending from + oo to — oo as * varies from 0 to tt/2.

On the other hand the curve

y = cot (0/2)

consists of a single branch ascending from — oo to + oo as * varies from — ir/2

to tt/2. These two curves can intersect in only two points, the points where

y (6) is maximum. One of these points clearly lies between — tt/2 and 0, the

other between 0 and 7r/2. The level lines through t = ta must then cut the

circle at only four points, thus dividing the circle into four parts as described

above. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass.


